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Abstract. Methods of theta correspondence are used to analyze local and global
Bessel models for GSp4 proving a conjecture of Gross and Prasad which describes these
models in terms of local epsilon factors in the local case, and the non-vanishing of central
critical L-value in the global case.
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1. Introduction

In this paper we use the methods of theta correspondence to prove certain local and
global conjectures of Gross and Prasad for the pair

�
SOð2Þ; SOð5Þ

�
by reducing the ques-

tion to simpler pairs for which the analogous question is known. These conjectures relate
the existence of Bessel models (which are certain Fourier coe‰cients) to certain local epsi-
lon factors in the local case, and to the non-vanishing of certain central critical L-value in
the global case. Instead of SOð5Þ we will consider the related group GSp4 in this paper.
This gives first nontrivial evidence to the conjectures of Gross–Prasad in which the sub-
group considered is neither reductive, nor unipotent. As a byproduct, we also obtain infor-
mation about the one dimensional representations of GL2ðKÞ which appear as a quotient
in representations of GL4ðkÞ when restricted to GL2ðKÞ where K is a quadratic extension
of a local field k.

Among the earliest manifestations of the methods that we follow in this paper is the
work of Waldspurger on Shimura correspondence in the late 70’s relating period integral of
automorphic forms on PGL2 over tori to Fourier coe‰cients of automorphic forms on the
metaplectic SL2, both being related to twisted L-values at 1=2.

Let us now explain the setup more precisely. Let W be a four dimensional symplectic
vector space over a field k with a fixed basis fe1; e2; e3; e4g, and a symplectic form h ; i on
W such that he1; e3i ¼ �he3; e1i ¼ 1, he2; e4i ¼ �he4; e2i ¼ 1, and all other products
among these basis vectors to be zero; thus the symplectic structure is given by the following
skew-symmetric matrix:

J ¼

0 0 1 0

0 0 0 1

�1 0 0 0

0 �1 0 0

0
BBB@

1
CCCA:

Let W1 ¼ he1; e2i be a maximal isotropic subspace of W . Let G ¼ GSpðWÞ denote
the symplectic similitude group of W , and P the parabolic subgroup of G consisting of ele-
ments of G which take W1 into itself. The group P is the so-called Siegel parabolic which
has the Levi decomposition P ¼MN, where M GGL2 �Gm is the group of pairs ðg; lÞ
with

ðg; lÞ ¼ g

l � tg�1

� �
;

and N is an abelian group which can be identified to the set of 2� 2 symmetric matrices,
Sym2ðkÞ, over k. The inner-conjugation action of an element ðg; lÞ A GL2 �Gm on n A N is
given by l�1gn tg. It follows that the stabilizer in M of a non-degenerate symmetric matrix
in N can be identified to the normalizer of a Cartan subgroup of GL2.

Fix c0 : k ! C� to be a nontrivial additive character of k. Any character of N

is of the form cðnÞ ¼ c0ðtr½sn�Þ for some s A Sym2ðkÞ, and the corresponding subgroup
NðTÞ ¼ NðTsÞ of GL2ðkÞ is
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NðTÞ ¼ fg A GL2ðkÞ j tgsg ¼ det g � sg;

which is considered as subgroup of GSp4ðkÞ via the embedding

g 7! g

det g � tg�1

� �
:

Let p be an irreducible admissible representation of GSp4ðkÞ. Let pc denote the larg-
est quotient of p on which N operates by c. Clearly pc is a representation space for the
subgroup Mc of M which stabilizes c. We will consider c ¼ c0ðsnÞ corresponding to an
s A Sym2ðkÞ with det s3 0. For such c, Mc is isomorphic to the normalizer NðTÞ of a
Cartan subgroup T of GL2ðkÞ. The question that we study in this paper is the structure of
pc as a module for T , called the Bessel model of p, both locally as well as globally for re-
presentations p of GSp4ðkÞ.

We will work simultaneously with the rank 1 form of GSp4ðkÞ, to be denoted by
GSpD

4 ðkÞ, and defined using a quaternion division algebra D over k as

g A GL2ðDÞ g
0 1

1 0

� ����� tg ¼ l � 0 1

1 0

� �
; l A k�

� �

where for g ¼ a b

c d

� �
A GL2ðDÞ, tg ¼ a c

b d

� �
, and where a! a denotes the standard

involution on D. The group GSpD
4 ðkÞ contains the Siegel parabolic whose unipotent radical

is the group of matrices

1 n

0 1

� �

where n A D with nþ n ¼ 0, and the Levi subgroup is isomorphic to D� � k� embedded in
GSpD

4 ðkÞ as

d 0

0 td
�1

� �

for d A D�, and t A k�.

Many of the results on GSp4 in this paper are obtained by using theta lifting from
GO4. We recall the structure of four dimensional quadratic spaces over a general field k

(of characteristic not 2), and of the connected component of identity of GO4, denoted by
GSO4, as follows:

(1) The isomorphism class of a quadratic space of dimension 4 and trivial discrimi-
nant over a field k is given by a quaternion algebra D over k with a multiple of its (reduced)
norm form. In this case, GSO4ðkÞG ½D� �D��=Dk�, where Dk� ¼ k� is embedded in
D� �D� as ða; a�1Þ.
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(2) To a quadratic space of dimension 4 and non-trivial discriminant over a field k,
defining a quadratic extension E of k, there is associated a quaternion algebra DE over E

with an involution i of the second kind. The quadratic space corresponding to DE consists
of hermitian elements, i.e., fx A DE j iðxÞ ¼ xg, together with the norm form N : DE ! E

restricted to this subspace (where it takes values in k), or a scaling of this quadratic space
by an element of k�=NE�. In this case, GSO4ðkÞG ½D�E � k��=DE�, where DE� ¼ E�

maps to k� as Nða�1Þ. (In the case of local fields, a quadratic space of dimension 4, and
non-trivial discriminant, always has a zero, so DE GM2ðEÞ.)

To summarize, for V a four dimensional quadratic space over a local field k,
GSOðVÞ, has the structure of one of the following groups:

(1) GSOðV sÞG ½GL2ðkÞ �GL2ðkÞ�=Dk�,

(2) GSOðV aÞG ½D� �D��=Dk�;

(3) GSOðV dÞG ½GL2ðEÞ � k��=DE�,

where Dk� ¼ k� sits as ðt; t�1Þ in GL2ðkÞ �GL2ðkÞ and in D� �D� where D is the unique
quaternion division algebra over k, and DE� ¼ E� sits inside GL2ðEÞ � k� via its natural
embedding in GL2ðEÞ, and in k� by the inverse of the norm mapping; we have used V s to
denote the unique four dimensional split quadratic space, V a to denote the unique aniso-
tropic quadratic space of dimension 4, and V d is one of the two quadratic spaces of rank 1
with discriminant algebra E, a quadratic field extension of k.

Notice that not all forms of ½GL2ðkÞ �GL2ðkÞ�=Dk� are represented by GSOðVÞ in
ð1Þ; ð2Þ; ð3Þ. Other forms of ½GL2ðkÞ �GL2ðkÞ�=Dk� are defined using skew-hermitian
forms over D, which give rise to groups

(4) ½D� �GL2ðkÞ�=Dk�,

(5) ½D�E � k��=DE�, where E is a quadratic extension of k, and DE the unique qua-
ternion division algebra over E.

These groups will be used to do theta correspondence between GSpD
4 ðkÞ and

GSOD
4 ðkÞ, and will be discussed in greater detail later.

1.1. Resumé of the main results. We recall the following multiplicity 1 theorem of
Novodvorsky extended in two ways. First we consider GSp4ðkÞ instead of his PGSp4ðkÞ,
and then we also consider rank 1 form of GSp4ðkÞ. Both of these are standard extensions
of the arguments in Novodvorsky’s paper.

Theorem 1. Let p be an irreducible admissible representation of either GSp4ðkÞ, or

GSpD
4 ðkÞ with Siegel parabolic P ¼MN. Let K be a quadratic separable algebra over k,

and w a character of K�. Let c : N ! C� be a non-degenerate character of N centralized

by K�, so that one can construct a one dimensional representation of R ¼ K�N which is
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w on K�, and c on N, which will also be denoted by w as c will be kept fixed in this paper.

Then

dimHomRðp; wÞe 1:

Remark 1.1. If HomRðp; wÞ3 0, then the representation p is said to have Bessel
model for the character w of K�.

Before proceeding further, recall that the Langlands parameter of a representation p

of GSp4ðkÞ is a representation

sp : W 0
k ! GSp4ðCÞ

where W 0
k is the Weil–Deligne group of k which we take to be W 0

k ¼Wk � SL2ðCÞ. These
have been constructed in a recent paper of Gan and Takeda [3] who have also defined
a notion of L-packets (of size 1 or 2) for representations of GSp4ðkÞ which is what we will
use in this paper. Instead of working with the Langlands parameter of a representation of
GSp4ðkÞ, with values in GSp4ðCÞ, it is more convenient to work with representations of W 0

k

into GL4ðCÞ, which fix a symplectic form up to a similitude. The following lemma, implicit
in many considerations about symplectic parameters, makes this possible.

Lemma 1.2. For any group G, the natural homomorphism

GSp2nðCÞ ,! GL2nðCÞ � C�;

where the mapping from GSp2nðCÞ to C� is the similitude character, gives rise to an injective

map from conjugacy classes of homomorphisms from G to GSp2nðCÞ to conjugacy classes of

homomorphisms from G to GL2nðCÞ � C�.

Here is our main local theorem, proving the Gross–Prasad conjecture for Bessel
models of GSp4ðkÞ:

Theorem 2. Let K be a quadratic separable algebra over a local field k of residue

characteristic not 2, such that K�HGL2ðkÞ is contained in the centralizer of a non-

degenerate character c : NðkÞ ! C�. Let w : K� ! C� be a character. Let fpg be an

irreducible, admissible generic L-packet of representations of GSp4ðkÞ with Langlands pa-

rameter sp. Assume that the central character of fpg is wjk� . Let GSpD
4 ðkÞ be the rank

1 form of GSp4ðkÞ, and fp 0g an irreducible, admissible L-packet of representations of

GSpD
4 ðkÞ with Langlands parameter sp. (So fp 0g might be an empty set.) Then there

is at most one representation p A fpg with HomK�ðpc; wÞ3 0, and there is one if and

only if e
�
spn Indk

Kðw�1Þ
�
¼ 1. Similarly, there is at most one representation p 0 A fp 0g

with HomK�ðp 0c; wÞ3 0, and there is one if and only if e
�
spn Indk

Kðw�1Þ
�
¼ �1. Fur-

thermore, if fpg or fp 0g consisted of more than one element, then the parameter sp with

values in GSp4ðCÞ becomes a sum of two-dimensional representations sp ¼ s1 l s2 with

det s1 ¼ det s2 ¼ wjk� , and one can make precise which element of the L-packet, fpg or

fp 0g has a Bessel model for the character w of K�.

Here is the global theorem we prove.
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Theorem 3. Let D be a quaternion algebra over a number field F , with the adele ring

AF . Let P1 and P2 be two automorphic representations of D�ðAF Þ with the same central

characters, so that P1 nP2 can be considered to be an automorphic representation on the

corresponding orthogonal group GSO4ðAF Þ defined by the reduced norm on D. Let P be

the theta lift to GSp4ðAF Þ of P1 nP2 on GSO4ðAF Þ. Let E be a separable quadratic alge-

bra over F , and w a Grössencharacter on A�E whose restriction to A�F is the central character

of P. Let c : NðAF Þ=NðFÞ ! C� be a character which is normalized by A�E , and hence

ðw;cÞ gives rise to a character of RðAF Þ ¼ A�E NðAF Þ which we will abuse notation to denote

simply by w as c is considered fixed. Then the period integral on P taking f A P to

Ð
RðFÞA�F nRðAF Þ

f ðgÞw�1ðgÞ dg

is not identically zero if and only if the period integrals

Ð
E�A�F nA�E

f1ðgÞw�1ðgÞ dg

and

Ð
E�A�F nA�E

f2ðgÞw�1ðgÞ dg

on P1 and P2 respectively are not identically zero; in particular, by Waldspurger, if the pe-

riod integral on RðFÞA�F nRðAF Þ of functions in P is not identically zero, then

L
1

2
;BCEðP1Þn w�1

� �
3 0;

and

L
1

2
;BCEðP2Þn w�1

� �
3 0;

where BCE denotes the base change to GL2ðEÞ of an automorphic form on GL2ðFÞ.

Further, for automorphic representations P1 and P2 on GL2ðAF Þ, if

L
1

2
;BCEðP1Þn w�1

� �
3 0; and L

1

2
;BCEðP2Þn w�1

� �
3 0;

Waldspurger’s theorem gives quaternion algebras D1 and D2 over F , and an automorphic re-

presentation of ðD�1 �D�2 Þ=DGm such that the corresponding period integrals on E�A�F nA�E
are nonzero. Given D1 and D2, quaternion algebras over the number field F , let

D1 nD2 GM2ðDÞ. Taking the tensor product of canonical involutions on D1 and D2,
we get an involution on M2ðDÞ with fixed subspace of dimension 10, and hence there is a

skew-hermitian form on a 2 dimensional vector space over D such that the corresponding

GSOD
4 ðkÞ ¼ ½D�1 �D�2 �=DGm. Define GSpD

4 ðkÞ using this D, and construct a representation
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of GSpD
4 ðAF Þ via theta lifting. Then for this automorphic representation, say ~PP on GSpD

4 ðkÞ,
the corresponding period integral of functions f in ~PP,

Ð
RðFÞA�F nRðAF Þ

f ðgÞw�1ðgÞ dg;

is not identically zero (in particular ~PP is not zero).

Remark 1.3. There is a considerable amount of Geometric Algebra especially using
exceptional isomorphisms of low rank groups in this paper (such as SO4ðkÞ being related
to GL2ðkÞ �GL2ðkÞ, SOð5Þ being related to PGSpð4Þ, or SOð6Þ to SLð4Þ, the structure of
their inner forms which usually has di¤erent constructions for the two groups involved, and
the relation of their subgroups under this isomorphism). This fits rather nicely to yield ex-
actly what is needed for the similitude groups being considered (such as GSOð2Þ, which is
much preferred over SOð2Þ).

Remark 1.4. It may be noted that besides its intrinsic interest, as Bessel models are
usually nonzero for some choice of w : K� ! C�, they can be used in developing the theory
of L-functions for GSp4ðkÞ as in the early work of Novodvorsky and Piatetski–Shapiro,
extending considerably the scope of the theory of L-functions based on genericity hypothe-
sis. See [1] and [14] for modern treatments of this idea.

One can bootstrap our results and techniques to deduce a theorem about the restric-
tion of a representation of GL4ðkÞ to the subgroup GL2ðKÞ where K is a quadratic algebra
over k, which we state now.

Theorem 4. Let p be an irreducible, admissible, generic representation of GL4ðkÞ with

central character op. If p can be transferred to a representation of GL2ðDÞ, let p 0 be the cor-

responding representation of GL2ðDÞ. Let w be a character of K� such that w2jk� ¼ op. Then

if the character w � det of GL2ðKÞ appears as a quotient in p, or p 0, restricted to GL2ðKÞ:

(1) The Langlands parameter of p takes values in GSp4ðCÞ with similitude factor wjk� .

(2) The epsilon factor e
�
pn Indk

Kðw�1Þ
�
¼ 1.

Conversely, assume that p is an irreducible, generic representation of GL4ðkÞ such that:

(1) The Langlands parameter of p takes values in GSp4ðCÞ with similitude factor wjk� .

(2) The epsilon factor e
�
pn Indk

Kðw�1Þ
�
¼ 1.

From ð1Þ, it follows by the work of Gan–Takeda that there exists an L-packet fpGSpg
on GSp4ðkÞ whose theta/Langlands lift to GL4ðkÞ is p. (By Lemma 1, given p and w, the L-

packet fpGSpg is unique.) If p 03 0, and the L-packet fpGSpg has 2 elements, then exactly one

of p or p 0 has a quotient on which GL2ðKÞ operates by w unless p ¼ t� t for a discrete series

representation t of GL2ðkÞ in which case both p and p 0 have a quotient on which GL2ðKÞ
operates by w for any character w of K� such that ot ¼ wjk� . If p 03 0, and the L-packet

fpGSpg has only one element, then both p and p 0 have a quotient on which GL2ðKÞ operates

by w � det.
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Similarly, assume that p can be transferred to a representation p 00 of D� where D is a

quartic division algebra over k, and that K is a quadratic field extension of k embedded inside

D, and that the centralizer of K inside D is BK for the quaternion division algebra BK over K.

Then a character w of K� thought of as a character of B�K appears in p 00 restricted to B�K if

and only if :

(1) The Langlands parameter of p takes values in GSp4ðCÞ with similitude factor wjk� .

(2) The epsilon factor e
�
pn Indk

Kðw�1Þ
�
¼ �1.

This theorem is proved in Section 11, where we formulate a general conjecture.

We construct an example to show that the question of the non-triviality of the corres-
ponding global period integral is not merely one about L-values, and local conditions; this
is given in Section 14; it should be contrasted with the case of Bessel periods, or the general
Gross–Prasad conjectures, where local conditions, together with non-vanishing of a central
critical L-value dictates the period integral to be nonzero.

Acknowledgement. The first author thanks the Institute for Advanced Study, as well
as the University of California at San Diego, where this work was done, and gratefully ac-
knowledges receiving support through grants to the Institute by the Friends of the Institute,
and the von Neumann Fund, and the Clay foundation as well as the NSF for supporting
his stay at the UCSD. The second author is partially supported by a Young Investigator’s
Award from the NSA and a grant from the NSF. We are grateful to W. T. Gan for many
suggestions; in fact, his help has been invaluable. We also thank N. Wallach for his help
with the archimedean theory, and M. Furusawa for some helpful comments. Both of the
authors have received warm encouragement from Steve Gelbart at various stages and
would like to dedicate this work to him.

2. Bessel models for principal series representations

The aim of this section is to calculate the twisted Jacquet functor pc for a principal
series representation p of GSp4ðkÞ with respect to a non-degenerate character c : N ! C�

given by a symmetric matrix A A M2ðkÞ as cðXÞ ¼ c0

�
trðAXÞ

�
for X A N ¼ Sym2ðkÞ.

We note that pc is a module for the group

Mc G fg A GL2ðkÞ j gAtg ¼ det g � Ag

considered as a subgroup of GSp4ðkÞ via

g 7! g

det g � tg�1

� �
;

which is the normalizer in GL2ðkÞ of a certain torus K�c .

Recall that we are using W to denote a four dimensional symplectic vector space
over a field k with a fixed basis fe1; e2; e3; e4g, and a symplectic form h ; i on W such that
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he1; e3i ¼ �he3; e1i ¼ 1, he2; e4i ¼ �he4; e2i ¼ 1, and all other products among these
basis vectors to be zero; thus the symplectic structure is given by the following skew-
symmetric matrix:

J ¼

0 0 1 0

0 0 0 1

�1 0 0 0

0 �1 0 0

0
BBB@

1
CCCA:

2.1. Siegel parabolic. We begin with the case when p is induced from the Siegel
parabolic P from an irreducible representation r of the Levi subgroup M of P ¼MN.

As usual, let P be the Siegel parabolic stabilizing the isotropic subspace W ¼ fe1; e2g
with M the stabilizer of the isotropic subspaces W ¼ fe1; e2g and W 0 ¼ fe3; e4g. The
calculation of the twisted Jacquet functor will depend on the understanding of the double
coset PnG=P with G ¼ GSp4ðkÞ, which is the same as Gn½G=P� G=P�, or the orbit of
GSp4ðkÞ on pairs of maximal isotropic subspaces. It is easy to see that there are three orbits
of pairs of isotropic subspaces ðW1;W2Þ:

(1) W1 ¼W2; in this case we take W1 ¼W2 ¼W .

(2) W1 XW2 ¼ f0g; in this case we take W1 ¼W , and W2 ¼W 0.

(3) W1 XW2 is 1-dimensional; in this case we take W1 ¼W , and W2 ¼ fe1; e4g.

As W1 is chosen to be W in all the three cases, the stabilizer in GSp4ðkÞ of the pair of
isotropic subspaces ðW1;W2Þ is a subgroup of P which is the following subgroup Hi of P in
the three cases:

(1) H1 ¼ P,

(2) H2 ¼M,

(3) H3 containing the unipotent group
x y

y 0

� �
A Sym2ðkÞHN.

From the Mackey theory, it follows that the representation p ¼ indG
P r restricted to P

is obtained by gluing the following three representations:

(1) r,

(2) indP
M r,

(3) indP
H3

rjH3
.

(The discriminant function dP used for normalized induction is trivial on Mc as up to
finite index Mc is the product of the center of G with its part in ½M;M�; hence in light of
the eventual answer, one can ignore dP in what follows.)
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We observe that since the representation r of M is extended to P trivially across N,
for a non-degenerate character c of N, rc ¼ 0 in case (i).

For case (iii), as

a b

b c

� �
x y

y 0

� �
¼ axþ by ay

bxþ cy by

� �
;

c
a b

b c

� �
x y

y 0

� �� 	
¼ c0ðaxþ 2byÞ;

it follows that if the character c of N were to be trivial on the subgroup N XH3, a ¼ b ¼ 0,
and hence c will not be a non-degenerate character. Noting that N is a normal subgroup of
P, it follows that any character of N appearing in case (iii) is degenerate, and hence case
(iii) does not contribute to the twisted Jacquet functor.

In case (ii), since PGMN with N normal, we get indP
M rG rn indP

M 1 as P-modules.
Hence,

½indP
M r�c G rjMc

for any character c of N. Thus we find that the twisted Jacquet functor in the three cases is
as follows:

(1) 0,

(2) rjMc
,

(3) 0.

Therefore we have the following proposition:

Proposition 2.1. For a principal series representation p of G ¼ GSp4ðkÞ induced from

a representation r of P ¼MN of a Siegel parabolic, pc G r restricted to Mc.

Analogously, for GSpD
4 ðkÞ, we have the following:

Proposition 2.2. For a principal series representation p of G ¼ GSpD
4 ðkÞ induced from

a representation r of P ¼MN of the unique (up to conjugacy) parabolic of GSpD
4 ðkÞ with

M GD� � k�, pc G r restricted to Mc.

2.2. Klingen parabolic. We next direct our attention to the calculation of the twisted
Jacquet functor for representations induced from Klingen parabolic Q ¼M 0N 0 which we
take to be the stabilizer of the isotropic line fe1g. Once again, the restriction to P of a re-
presentation p of GSp4ðkÞ induced from a representation r of M 0 extended trivially across
N 0 is obtained by gluing certain representations indexed by double cosets PnGSp4ðkÞ=Q

which is the same as the GSp4ðkÞ-orbits of pairs ðL;WÞ of a one dimensional subspace L

of V , and a two dimensional isotropic subspace W of V . There are two orbits:
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(1) LHW in which case we take L ¼ fe1g, and W ¼ fe1; e2g.

(2) LSW in which case we take L ¼ fe3g, W ¼ fe1; e2g.

In case (i), the part of the unipotent radical N of P which is contained in the unipo-
tent radical N 0 of Q is the set of matrices,

0 y

y z

� �
A Sym2ðkÞHN:

From a calculation as done in case (iii) of the principal series induced from Siegel
parabolic, it is easy to see that there are no non-degenerate characters of N trivial on

0 y

y z

� �
A Sym2ðkÞHN;

and therefore once again as N is normal in P, it follows that this double coset contributes
nothing to the twisted Jacquet functor.

In case (ii), the stabilizer of the pair ðL;WÞ with L ¼ fe3g, and W ¼ fe1; e2g is the
subgroup

H ¼

x11 0 0 0

x21 x22 0 x24

0 0 x33 x34

0 0 0 x44

0
BBB@

1
CCCA:

There are embeddings of H in Q ¼ k� �GL2ðkÞ �N 0 with image k� � B2 � hui
where B2 is the group of upper triangular matrices in GL2ðkÞ, and hui is a 1 parameter
subgroup in N 0. In the embedding of H in P ¼ k� �GL2ðkÞ �N, the one parameter
subgroup hui goes to the upper triangular unipotent subgroup in GL2ðkÞ, the unipotent
radical of B2 goes inside N to a 1-dimensional subgroup that we denote by N0, and the
diagonal torus to the diagonal torus in GL2ðkÞ.

By Mackey theory, it follows that the restriction of p to P contains indP
H r 0 where H

can be taken to be k� � B2 �N0 and the representation r 0 is the restriction of r to the
diagonal torus in GL2ðkÞ extended trivially across the unipotent subgroup of B2 to all of
B2. We assume now that the representation r of GL2ðkÞ is infinite dimensional, so that
(by Kirillov theory) its restriction to B2 contains the representation of B2 which is obtained
by inducing from a character of the subgroup, ZU of B2, consisting of central and unipo-
tent elements of B2.

As the action of K� on GL2ðkÞ=P1 where P1 is the subgroup of B2 consisting of ele-
ments of the form

1 �
0 �

� �
;
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contains an open dense orbit, it follows that for R ¼ K� �N, RnP=H contains an open
dense double coset which in the case of K a field is the unique double coset. Thus the re-
presentation indP

H r 0 restricted to R contains

indR
RXH

~cc ¼ indK�N
k�N0

~cc;

where ~cc is the character of k�N0 which is equal to the central character of p restricted to
k�, and is the restriction of the character c of N to N0, which can be checked to be non-
trivial on N0.

Thus its maximal quotient on which N operates by c is indK�N
k�N oc where o is the

central character of the representation r. We thus obtain the following conclusion.

Proposition 2.3. For a principal series representation p of G ¼ GSp4ðkÞ induced from

an infinite dimensional irreducible representation r of Q ¼M 0N 0 of a Klingen parabolic, pc
restricted to K� ¼Mc has each and every character of K� with the same central character as

that of r appearing with multiplicity one as a quotient.

2.3. Degenerate principal series coming from Klingen parabolic. In this section we
modify the argument of the previous section to calculate the c-Bessel model, for a non-
degenerate character c of N, of a degenerate principal series representation of GSp4ðkÞ in-
duced from a one dimensional representation r of the Klingen parabolic Q ¼M 0N 0. The
analysis of the previous section gives the c-Bessel model of p ¼ ind

GSp4ðkÞ
Q r as the c-Bessel

model of indP
H rjH where H ¼ B2 � k� �N0, with B2 the lower triangular subgroup of

GL2ðkÞ, and N0 the one parameter subgroup
0 0

0 �

� �
. If follows that if p has c-Bessel

model for s ¼ a b

b c

� �
A GL2ðkÞ, then

tr
a b

b c

� �
0 0

0 �

� �� 	
1 0; or c ¼ 0:

This means that if p has c-Bessel model corresponding to the symmetric matrix

s ¼ a b

b c

� �
, c must be zero. For such symmetric matrices, the corresponding quadratic

form is split, and hence we deduce that p has c-Bessel model only for K defined by a split
quadratic algebra K G k l k.

Fixing now the character c
x11 x12

x12 x22

� �
¼ c00ðx12Þ, of N which is trivial on N0, and

which is stabilized by the diagonal split torus T in GL2ðkÞ embedded in GSp4ðkÞ as

T ¼

t1 0 0 0

0 t2 0 0

0 0 t2 0

0 0 0 t1

0
BBB@

1
CCCA;

it is easy to calculate the twisted Jacquet module for the character c of N of the induced
representation indP

H rjH with H ¼ B2 � k� �N0, to conclude the following proposition.
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Proposition 2.4. Let r be a one dimensional representation of the Klingen parabolic Q

of GSp4ðkÞ, and p ¼ ind
GSp4ðkÞ
Q r, the corresponding principal series representation. Then p

has Bessel models for a quadratic algebra K if and only if K ¼ k l k, and in which case it

has exactly one dimensional space of Bessel models for the character of K� obtained by

restriction of r to K� which sits inside the Levi subgroup of Q.

3. Theorem 2 for irreducible principal series

Let us begin by stating the Langlands parameters of principal series representations,
and then do the relevant local epsilon factor calculations.

3.1. Siegel parabolic. Let P ¼MN be a Siegel parabolic with M GGL2ðkÞ �Gm.
Let p1 n m be an irreducible representation of M, giving rise to an irreducible principal se-
ries representation p of GSp4ðkÞ by parabolic induction. It is conventional to denote this
principal series representation p by p1 z m. The Langlands parameter of the representation
p of GSp4ðkÞ is a representation

sp : W 0
k ! GSp4ðCÞ;

where W 0
k is the Weil–Deligne group of k which we take to be W 0

k ¼Wk � SL2ðCÞ. Assum-
ing that the Langlands parameter of the representation p1 of GL2ðkÞ is s1, we have

sp ¼ ms1 l ðml m det s1Þ:

We note that the Langlands parameter of an irreducible principal series representation of
GSp4ðkÞ arising from parabolic induction of a representation of the Siegel parabolic takes
values in (Levi subgroup of) the Klingen parabolic of GSp4ðCÞ. (As a check on the Lang-
lands parameter, one notes that twisting by a character w : k� ! C�, thought of as a char-
acter of GSp4ðkÞ through the similitude character, takes the principal series representation
p1 z m to p1 z mw, and this on Langlands parameter is supposed to be twisting by w.)

The central character op of p is the same as the similitude character of sp which is
m2 dets1. Therefore the characters w of K� appearing in Theorem 2 have the property
that wjk� ¼ m2 dets1, and these are the only characters of K� that we will consider in
what follows.

By the standard properties of the local epsilon factors, it follows that for sp as above,

e
�
spn Indk

Kðw�1Þ
�
¼ e

�
ms1 n Indk

Kðw�1Þ
�
� e
�
mn Indk

Kðw�1Þ
�
� e
�
m det s1 n Indk

Kðw�1Þ
�
:

Since wjk� ¼ m2 det s1, it follows that for

V ¼ mn Indk
Kðw�1Þ; V4G m det s1 n Indk

Kðw�1Þ:

Since for any representation V of W 0
k,

eðVÞ � eðV4Þ ¼ det Vð�1Þ;
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it follows that

e
�
mn Indk

Kðw�1Þ
�
� e
�
m det s1 n Indk

Kðw�1Þ
�
¼ det

�
mn Indk

Kðw�1Þ
�
ð�1Þ

¼ oK=kð�1Þwð�1Þ:

Therefore,

e
�
spn Indk

Kðw�1Þ
�
¼ e

�
ms1 n Indk

Kðw�1Þ
�
� oK=kð�1Þwð�1Þ:

Therefore it follows from the theorem of Saito and Tunnell that

e
�
spn Indk

Kðw�1Þ
�
¼ 1

if and only if the character w of K� appears in the representation p1 n m of GL2ðkÞ, which
by Proposition 2.1 of the last section are exactly the characters of K� for which p has Bessel
models. (We note that K�GMc is included in M ¼ GL2ðkÞ � k� in such a way that the
resulting map to k� is the norm mapping.)

Furthermore, if e
�
spn Indk

Kðw�1Þ
�
¼ �1, the representation p1 of GL2ðkÞ is a dis-

crete series representation, and if p 01 is the corresponding representation of D�, then w
appears in the representation p 01 restricted to K�. By Proposition 2.2, the corresponding
principal series representation of GSpD

4 ðkÞ has Bessel model for w, proving Theorem 2 in
this case.

3.2. Klingen parabolic. Let Q ¼MN be a Klingen parabolic with

M G k� �GL2ðkÞ:

Let mn p1 be an irreducible representation of M, giving rise to the principal series repre-
sentation p ¼ mz p1 of GSp4ðkÞ by parabolic induction. Then the Langlands parameter of
the representation p ¼ mz p1 of GSp4ðkÞ is a representation

sp : W 0
k ! GSp4ðCÞ:

Assuming that the Langlands parameter of the representation p1 of GL2ðkÞ is s1, we have

sp ¼ s1 l m � s1:

(This time twisting by w : k� ! C� takes mz p1 to mz wp1.) This parameter takes values
in the Siegel parabolic of GSp4ðCÞ, and for that reason it is better to write it as

sp ¼ s1 l ðm det s1Þ � s41 :

As the central character of p is equal to m det s1, the characters w of K� appearing in
Theorem 2 have the property that wjk� ¼ m � det s1, and these are the only characters that
we will consider in what follows.

By standard properties of the local epsilon factors, for sp as above,

e
�
spn Indk

Kðw�1Þ
�
¼ e

�
s1 n Indk

Kðw�1Þ
�
� e
�
s1 n mn Indk

Kðw�1Þ
�
:
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Since wjk� ¼ m � det s1, for V ¼ s1 n Indk
Kðw�1Þ, we have V4G s1 n mn Indk

Kðw�1Þ,
and therefore

e
�
sp n Indk

Kðw�1Þ
�
¼ e

�
s1 n Indk

Kðw�1Þ
�
� e
�
s1 n mn Indk

Kðw�1Þ
�

¼ det
�
s1 n Indk

Kðw�1Þ
�
ð�1Þ

¼


detðs1Þ2 � det

�
Indk

Kðw�1Þ
�2�ð�1Þ

¼ 1:

Therefore in this case Theorem 2 asserts that p ¼ mz p1 has Bessel model for all
characters w of K� with wjk� ¼ m det s1, and this is what Proposition 2.3 proves. (Note
that the Klingen parabolic is not defined for the rank 1 form of GSp4ðkÞ, so we do not
need to consider GSpD

4 ðkÞ here unlike in the case of principal series representations arising
from the Siegel parabolic subgroup.)

4. Reducible principal series

It can be seen that if an irreducible representation of GSp4ðkÞ belongs to a generic
L-packet, and is a sub-quotient of a principal series representation coming from the
Siegel parabolic, then it also arises from theta correspondence with a representation of an
orthogonal group in 4 variables, for which methods of theta correspondence to be de-
veloped in later sections work. It su‰ces then to restrict ourselves only to irreducible repre-
sentations of GSp4ðkÞ belonging to a generic L-packet which is a sub-quotient of a princi-
pal series representation coming from the Klingen parabolic.

Let Q ¼MN be a Klingen parabolic with M G k� �GL2ðkÞ. Let mn p1 be an irre-
ducible representation of M, giving rise to the principal series representation p of GSp4ðkÞ
by parabolic induction. Assume that the Langlands parameter of the representation p1 of
GL2ðkÞ is s1. It is known that if p1 is a discrete series representation of GL2ðkÞ, the princi-
pal series representation p is reducible if and only if:

(1) m ¼ 1, in which case p is a direct sum of two irreducible unitary representations of
GSp4ðkÞ which form an L-packet.

(2) (Here we assume that p1 is supercuspidal.) m ¼ oj � jG1 for a nontrivial quadratic
character o of k�, such that p1 G p1 no. We assume in what follows that m ¼ o � j � j.
In this case, there are exactly two components of the principal series representation

oj � jz j � j�1=2p1 of GSp4ðkÞ; one of the components is a discrete series representation with
parameter sp which is

sp ¼ s1 n St2;

and the parameter of the other representation is

sp ¼ j � j�1=2s1 l j � j1=2 � s1:
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The similitude character (necessary to define a GSp4ðCÞ valued parameter instead of just
GL4ðCÞ valued parameter) of both the representations is o � det s1.

In case (1) above, the analysis of principal series done before tells us complete infor-
mation about Bessel models for the sum of the two representations in the L-packet so
obtained. In fact the two representations in the L-packet arise from theta lifting from
GSOðV sÞ, and GSOðV aÞ where V s and V a are the two split and anisotropic quadratic
forms of dimension 4 over k, and hence complete information about Bessel models of the
individual representations in such L-packet of representations of GSp4ðkÞ can be obtained
by the method of theta correspondence developed later.

We now turn to case ð2Þ in which case the representation of GSp4ðkÞ has parameter

sp ¼ s1 n St2:

We calculate the epsilon factor, e
�
spn Indk

Kðw�1Þ
�
, for this choice of sp. By generalities

about epsilon factors,

eðV n StnÞ ¼ eðVÞn detð�F ;V IÞn�1;

where V I denotes the subspace of V invariant under I . In our case, this formula gives

e
�
spn Indk

Kðw�1Þ
�
¼ e

�
s1 n Indk

Kðw�1Þn St2

�
;

¼ detð�F ;V IÞ;

where V ¼ s1 n Indk
Kðw�1Þ. If V I 3 0, as V is self-dual, so is V I as a representation space

for the cyclic group hFi. Write V I ¼
P

wi. If a character wi with w2
i 3 1 appears in

V I , then so does w�1
i ; together fwi; w

�1
i g do not contribute anything to detð�F ;V I Þ. A

character wi with w2
i ¼ 1, but wi 3 1 also does not contribute to detð�F ;V IÞ. Therefore

detð�F ;V IÞ ¼ ð�1Þr where r is the number of copies of the trivial representation of Wk

in V . Assuming that s1 is irreducible, it follows that e
�
sp n Indk

Kðw�1Þ
�
¼ �1 if and only

if s1 and Indk
Kðw�1Þ are isomorphic.

By the calculation of the Bessel model for a principal series representation done in the
last section, we already know that the principal series representation has Bessel models for
all characters w of K� (with the usual restriction on the central character).

Thus by the exactness of the twisted Jacquet functor, either of the following two state-
ments implies the other:

(1) The generic component of the principal series representation p ¼ Psðoj � j; p1Þ has
Bessel model for all characters of K� whose restriction to k� is the central character of p
except w and its Galois conjugate w if s1 G Indk

KðwÞ.

(2) The other component of the principal series representation has Bessel model for
exactly the two characters w and its Galois conjugate w of K� if s1 G Indk

KðwÞ.

We will prove the assertion ð2Þ in §8, as an application of seesaw duality.
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5. The Steinberg representation

Let B denote the standard minimal parabolic of GSp4ðkÞ, and P, Q respectively
Siegel and Klingen parabolic subgroups. Let St4 denote the Steinberg representation of
GSp4ðkÞ, as well as its Langlands parameter, which is the four dimensional irreducible re-
presentation of the SL2ðCÞ part of the Weil–Deligne group W 0

k. By construction, St4 is the
alternating sum of certain representations induced from characters of B, P, Q, GSp4ðkÞ to
GSp4ðkÞ. Ignoring the trivial representation which does not contribute to the c-Bessel
models for non-degenerate characters, Steinberg representation can be realized as the quo-
tient of a representation induced from an irreducible representation of say P ¼MN which
is a twist of the Steinberg representation of M by a representation of GSp4ðkÞ which is
induced from a character of Q.

Proposition 5.1. Let K be a quadratic algebra, w a character of K� which is trivial on

k�. Let c be a non-degenerate character of N, left invariant by K� sitting inside M. Then the

Steinberg representation of GSp4ðkÞ has Bessel model for w if and only if w is a non-trivial

character of K� in case K is a field, and for all characters of K� if K ¼ k l k.

Proof. The proposition is clear by combining Propositions 2.1 and 2.4 in all cases
except when K ¼ k l k, and w is the trivial character. So the rest of the proof will be for
this case only, which is subtler as it relies on an understanding of semi-simplicity of w-Bessel
models. (The proof below works for all characters of K� in the case that K ¼ k l k.)

From the discussion above (and taking duals), it follows that the Steinberg represen-
tation of GSp4ðkÞ sits in an exact sequence of the form

0! St4 ! Ps! p! 0;

where Ps is a principal series representation of GSp4ðkÞ induced from the Siegel parabolic
from an appropriate twist of the Steinberg representation of M ¼ GL2ðkÞ � k�; and p is a
representation of GSp4ðkÞ induced from a one dimensional representation of the Klingen
parabolic (in fact p is a sub-representation of such a representation with quotient which is
the one dimensional trivial representation of GSp4ðkÞ, so does not a¤ect the calculation of
Bessel models). From an earlier observation that the discriminant dP is trivial on K�, it
does not matter which twist of the Steinberg of GL2ðkÞ is used to construct the principal
series Ps on GSp4ðkÞ above.

Taking the twisted Jacquet functor with respect to the character c of N, we get an
exact sequence of T-modules where T is the diagonal split torus in GL2ðkÞ,

0! St4;c ! Psc ! pc ! 0:

From the calculation of the twisted Jacquet functor of principal series representation
of GSp4ðkÞ induced from the Siegel parabolic, as well as that of a principal series represen-
tation of GSp4ðkÞ induced from a one dimensional representation of the Klingen parabolic
done in earlier sections, we get an exact sequence of T-modules,

0! St4;c ! St2 ! C! 0;ð1Þ
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where C is the one dimensional trivial representation of T , and St2 denotes the Steinberg
representation of PGL2ðkÞ, now thought of as a T-module.

Since the Steinberg representation of GL2ðkÞ can be realized on the space of
locally constant functions modulo constant functions on P1ðkÞ, f ! f ð0Þ � f ðyÞ is a T-
equivariant map from St2 to C, giving rise to the following exact sequence to T-modules:

0!Sðk�Þ ! St2 ! C! 0:ð2Þ

As one knows that the Steinberg representation of GL2ðkÞ has a unique quotient on
which T-operates trivially, the exact sequences ð1Þ and ð2Þ of T-modules must be the same,
and therefore in particular St4;c is isomorphic as a T-module to Sðk�Þ. This implies that
St4 has Bessel model for all characters of T which are trivial on the scalars. r

We omit the simple check that this proposition proves Theorem 2 for the Steinberg
representation, augmented by the following much simpler proposition.

Proposition 5.2. The Steinberg representation of GSpD
4 ðkÞ has Bessel model for a

character w of K� if and only if K is a field, and w is the trivial character of K�.

Remark 5.3. We take the occasion here to emphasize that although the twisted
Jacquet functor pc is exact, it need not be a semi-simple representation of K�, unless K is
a field in which case it is forced to be semi-simple as K�=k� is compact.

6. Bessel model of the Weil representation

The aim of this section will be to calculate the twisted Jacquet functor of the Weil
representation of a dual reductive pair ðG1;G2Þ with respect to a character c of the unipo-
tent radical N2 of a maximal parabolic P2 ¼M2N2 of the group G2. We carry out the cal-
culation of the twisted Jacquet functor only for the Siegel parabolic of a symplectic group,
so G2 ¼ SpðWÞ. Recall that for any representation p of G2, the twisted Jacquet functor pc
is the maximal quotient of p on which N2 operates via c. If Mc denotes the maximal sub-
group of M2 which takes c to itself under the inner-conjugation action of M2 on N2, then
pc is a module for Mc, and therefore in the context of a dual reductive pair ðG1;G2Þ, for
G1 �Mc.

We recall that in a famous work, Kudla calculated the standard Jacquet module of
the Weil representation. We carry out the calculation of the twisted Jacquet functor only
for the Siegel parabolic. Actually the simple calculation we perform in this section is known
in the literature in both the local and global contexts, see e.g. [22], [21]. However, since we
anyway will have to recall the notation and the results, we have preferred to give an inde-
pendent co-ordinate free treatment which will be convenient for our purposes.

We now recall some elementary properties of the Weil representation for this pur-
pose.

Let W ¼W1 lW4
1 be a symplectic vector space over a local field k together with its

natural symplectic pairing. Given a quadratic space q : V ! k, the Weil representation
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gives rise to a representation of OðVÞ � SpðWÞ on SðV nW4
1 Þ. In this representation,

elements of S HomðW4
1 ;W1Þ ¼ ff A HomðW4

1 ;W1Þ j f ¼ f4gG Sym2 W1, which can be
identified to the unipotent radical of the Siegel parabolic in SpðW Þ stabilizing the isotropic
subspace W1, operate on SðV nW4

1 Þ by

ðn � f ÞðxÞ ¼ c
�
ðqn qnÞx

�
f ðxÞ;

where n A S HomðW4
1 ;W1Þ gives rise to a quadratic form qn : W4

1 ! k, which together
with the quadratic form q : V ! k, gives rise to the quadratic form qn qn : V nW4

1 ! k.

The Weil representation associated to the dual pair
�
OðVÞ; SpðWÞ

�
is actually a

representation of G½OðVÞ � SpðWÞ� where G½OðVÞ � SpðW Þ� is defined to be the group
of pairs ðg1; g2Þ A GOðVÞ �GSpðW Þ such that the similitude factors for g1 and g2 are the
same. We briefly recall this, referring to [9] for details on this.

The exact sequence

1! SpðWÞ ! G½OðVÞ � SpðWÞ� ! GOðVÞ ! 1;

has a natural splitting GOðVÞ ! G½OðVÞ � SpðWÞ� depending on a complete polarization
W ¼W1 lW4

1 of the symplectic space W in which g A GOðVÞ goes to

�
g; mðgÞ

�
A G½OðVÞ � SpðW Þ�;

where mðgÞ is the element of GSpðWÞ which acts by 1 on W1 and by nðgÞ on W4
1 where nðgÞ

is the similitude factor of g. The Weil representation realized on SðV nW4
1 Þ has the natu-

ral action of GOðVÞ operating as

LðhÞjðxÞ ¼ jnðhÞj�mn=4jðh�1xÞ;

where m ¼ dim V , 2n ¼ dim W , and nðhÞ is the similitude factor of h. The group GLðW1Þ
sits naturally inside SpðW1 lW4

1 Þ, and its action on SðV nW4
1 Þ is given by

LðgÞjðxÞ ¼ wVðdet gÞjdet gjm=2jðgxÞ;

where wV is the quadratic character of k� given in terms of the Hilbert symbol as
wV ðaÞ ¼ ða; disc VÞ with disc V the normalized discriminant of V .

For the element ðg; lÞ in GSpðWÞ with g A GLðW1Þ, and l A k�, which is

ðg; lÞ ¼ g

l � tg�1

� �
;

the action of ðg; lÞ � h A G½SpðWÞ �OðVÞ� becomes

½ðg; lÞ � h�jðxÞ ¼ wV ðdet gÞjdet gjm=2jlj�mn=4jðh�1gxÞ:ð*Þ
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The inner-conjugation action of ðg; lÞ on
1 n

0 1

� �
, gives rise to the unipotent

matrix with n replaced by l�1gn tg. Therefore the stabilizer of a symmetric matrix n

in HomðW4
1 ;W1Þ consists of ðg; lÞ with gn tg ¼ ln. Taking determinants, we have

ðdet gÞ2 ¼ ln. Therefore the equation ð*Þ for the action of ðg; lÞ � h A G½SpðWÞ �OðVÞ�
with g A GOðW1Þ becomes

½ðg; lÞ � h�jðxÞ ¼ wV ðdet gÞjðh�1gxÞ:ð**Þ

Assuming further that n ¼ dim W1 is even, and the element g A GOðW1Þ in fact be-
longs to the connected component GSOðW1Þ defined by det g ¼ ln=2, then

wV ðdet gÞ ¼ wV ðlÞ
n=2 ¼ 1;

if l is a similitude factor for V (as can be easily seen), simplifying the action ð**Þ to

½ðg; lÞ � h�jðxÞ ¼ jðh�1gxÞ:ð***Þ

The Weil representation thus gives rise to a representation of the group
G½OðVÞ � SpðWÞ�; inducing this representation to GOðVÞ �GSpðWÞ, we get, the ‘big
Weil representation’, say W, of GOðVÞ �GSpðWÞ. Given an irreducible representation
p of GOðVÞ, there exists a representation YðpÞ of GSpðWÞ of finite length, such that
YðpÞn p is the maximal p-isotypic quotient of W. It is known that the representation
YðpÞ of GSpðWÞ has a unique irreducible quotient yðpÞ. When one talks about the theta
correspondence, one means the correspondence p! yðpÞ; however, when one calculates
Jacquet or twisted Jacquet functor of the Weil representation, it is invariably YðpÞ that
one encounters. Thus most of the applications are restricted to the case when one can in
fact prove that YðpÞ ¼ yðpÞ which is the case for example when p is supercuspidal.

Lemma 6.1. Let x be a vector in V nW4
1 , considered as a homomorphism

x : W1 ! V , as well as the homomorphism on duals x4 : V4!W4
1 . Then for quadratic

spaces qV : V ! k, and qW : W4
1 ! k, equivalently considered through homomorphisms

qV : V ! V4, and qW : W4
1 !W1, the trace of the map from W1 to W1 given as the com-

positum of maps,

W1 !
x

V !qV
V4!x

4

W4
1 !

qW
W1;

is the same as the value of the quadratic form qV n qW on the vector x A V nW4
1 , which

is of course the same as the trace of the map from k to k, obtained as the compositum of

maps:

k ���!x V nW4
1 ���!qVnqW

V4nW1 ���!x4

k:

Let S Hom½W4
1 ;W1� be the set of symmetric maps in Hom½W4

1 ;W1�, i.e.,
f A Hom½W4

1 ;W1� such that f4¼ f. One can identify the dual of the k-vector space
S Hom½W4

1 ;W1� to S Hom½W1;W
4
1 � via the natural pairing obtained by taking trace,

S Hom½W1;W
4
1 � � S Hom½W4

1 ;W1� ! Hom½W1;W1� !
tr

k:
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Thus characters c : N ! C� can be identified to symmetric elements in Hom½W1;W
4
1 �. As

the map from W1 to W1 in the above lemma is the compositum of two maps, one from W1

to W4
1 , and the other from W4

1 to W1, and that the first map is nothing but the restriction
of the quadratic form on V to W1 via the map x : W1 ! V , the following corollary of the
previous lemma is clear.

Corollary 6.2. The twisted Jacquet functors of the Weil representation corresponding

to the dual reductive pair
�
OðVÞ; SpðWÞ

�
are nonzero exactly for the characters of the

unipotent radical of the Siegel parabolic of SpðWÞ which correspond to the ‘restriction’ of

a quadratic form on V to W1 via a linear map x : W1 ! V .

We now note the following general lemma.

Lemma 6.3. Let X be the k-rational points of an algebraic variety defined over a local

field k. Let P be a locally compact totally disconnected group with P ¼MN for a normal

subgroup N of P which we assume is a union of compact subgroups. Assume that P operates

smoothly on SðXÞ, and that the action of P restricted to M is given by an action of M on

X. For a point x A X , let lx : SðX Þ ! C be the linear functional given by lxð f Þ ¼ f ðxÞ.
Assume that for every point x A X , N operates on lx by a character cx : N ! C�, i.e.,
lxðn � f Þ ¼ cxðnÞlxð f Þ for all n A N, and f A SðX Þ. Fix a character c : N ! C�, and let

Mc denote the subgroup of M which stabilizes the character c of N. The group Mc acts

on the set of points x A X such that cx ¼ c. Denote this set of points in X by Xc which we

assume to be closed in X. Then,

SðXÞc GSðXcÞ

as Mc-modules.

Proof. We have an exact sequence of Mc-modules,

0!SðX � XcÞ !SðXÞ !SðXcÞ ! 0:

Taking the c-twisted Jacquet functor is exact, and SðX � XcÞc ¼ 0, so the assertion of the
lemma follows. r

We apply this lemma to X ¼ V nW4
1 , but will need to twist the geometric action of

GLðW1Þ on SðV nW4
1 Þ by wV ðdet gÞ for an element ðh; gÞ A OðVÞ �OðW1Þ.

Corollary 6.4. The twisted Jacquet functor of the Weil representation of the dual re-

ductive pair
�
OðVÞ; SpðWÞ

�
for the character of the unipotent radical of the Siegel parabolic

of SpðW Þ which corresponds to a non-degenerate quadratic form on W1, which we assume is

obtained by restriction of the quadratic form on V via a linear map x : W1 ! V is the repre-

sentation

wV ðdet gÞn ind
OðVÞ�OðW1Þ
OðW ?

1
Þ�DOðW1ÞC;

where OðW?
1 Þ is the orthogonal group of the orthogonal complement of W1 inside V , and

DOðW1Þ represents the natural diagonal embedding of OðW1Þ inside OðVÞ �OðW1Þ as V

contains W1; the character wV ðdet gÞ is for the element ðh; gÞ A OðVÞ �OðW1Þ.
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Proof. Observe that OðVÞ �OðW1Þ operates on the set of homomorphisms from
W1 to V , and in fact by Witt’s theorem, this action is transitive on the set of homomor-
phisms from W1 to V such that the quadratic form on V restricts to the quadratic form
on W1. The isotropy subgroup inside OðVÞ �OðW1Þ of a fixed embedding of W1 inside
V is exactly OðW?

1 Þ � DOðW1Þ, proving the claim. r

The previous analysis of twisted Jacquet functor in fact gives a representation space
for G½OðVÞ �OðW1Þ� which we record as the following corollary, but before doing that let
us note the following form of Witt’s extension theorem for similitude groups.

Lemma 6.5. Suppose W1 is a nondegenerate subspace of a quadratic space V carrying

the restricted quadratic form. Suppose f belongs to GOðW1Þ such that the similitude factor of

f arises as a similitude factor in GOðVÞ. Then there is an element f 0 in GOðVÞ taking W1

into itself, and such that the restriction of f 0 to W1 is f.

Proof. Write V ¼W1 lW?
1 . Note that l A k� is a similitude factor for the qua-

dratic space V if and only if V G l � V . Since l � V G l �W1 l l �W?
1 , if l is a similitude

character for both V and W1, we find that W?
1 G l �W?

1 , therefore the conclusion of the
lemma. r

The group G½OðVÞ �OðW1Þ� operates on the set of embeddings of W1 inside V

which gives rise to a particular quadratic form on W1. The action is transitive, and by
Lemma 6.5, the stabilizer of a given embedding is G½OðW?

1 Þ � DOðW1Þ�. The subgroup
G½OðVÞ � SOðW1Þ� ¼ G½OðVÞ �OðW1Þ�X ½GOðVÞ �GSOðW1Þ� of G½OðVÞ �OðW1Þ�
also operates transitively with stabilizer a given embedding being G½OðW?

1 Þ � DSOðW1Þ�.
Thus using ð***Þ, we obtain the following corollary.

Corollary 6.6. The twisted Jacquet functor of the Weil representation of the dual re-

ductive pair
�
OðVÞ; SpðWÞ

�
for the character of the unipotent radical of the Siegel parabolic

of SpðW Þ which corresponds to a non-degenerate quadratic form on W1, which we assume is

obtained by restriction of the quadratic form on V via a linear map x : W1 ! V is the repre-

sentation

ind
G½OðVÞ�SOðW1Þ�
G½OðW ?

1
Þ�DSOðW1Þ�C;

where OðW?
1 Þ is the orthogonal group of the orthogonal complement of W1 inside V , and

DOðW1Þ represents the natural diagonal embedding of OðW1Þ inside OðVÞ �OðW1Þ as V

contains W1; the group G½OðW?
1 Þ � DSOðW1Þ� is the subgroup of

G½OðW?
1 Þ � SOðW1Þ � SOðW1Þ�

contained in G½OðVÞ � SOðW1Þ� consisting of the triples

ðg1; g2; g3Þ A GOðW?
1 Þ �GSOðW1Þ �GSOðW1Þ� with g2 ¼ g3

(and the same similitude factors for g1, g2, g3).

The previous corollary together with the formalism of the Weil representation yields
the following theorem as a simple consequence:
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Theorem 5. Let p1 be an irreducible admissible representation of the group GSOðVÞ.
Assume that p2 ¼ Yðp1Þ is the theta lift of p1 to GSpðWÞ. Let c be a non-degenerate char-

acter of the unipotent radical N of the Siegel parabolic P ¼MN of GSpðWÞ. Assume that

c corresponds to a quadratic form q on W1, a maximal isotropic subspace of W. Then an

irreducible representation w of GSOðW1Þ appears in p2;c as a quotient if and only if :

(1) ðq;W1Þ can be embedded in the quadratic space V ; let W?
1 denote the orthogonal

complement of W1 sitting inside V through this embedding.

(2) The representation w4 of G½SOðW1Þ � SOðW?
1 Þ� appears as a quotient in the

representation p1 of GSOðVÞ restricted to G½SOðW1Þ � SOðW?
1 Þ�, where w4 is obtained by

pulling back the contragredient of w under the natural map

G½SOðW1Þ � SOðW?
1 Þ� ! GSOðW1Þ:

Remark 6.7. It is a consequence of this theorem that if the representation w4 of
G½SOðW1Þ � SOðW?

1 Þ� appears as a quotient in the representation p1 of GSOðVÞ restricted
to G½SOðW1Þ � SOðW?

1 Þ�, then p2 ¼ Yðp1Þ is nonzero. It is one of the standard ways by
which one proves non-vanishing of local (or global) representations: by proving the non-
vanishing of a particular Fourier coe‰cient; for example it proves that the theta lifting
from GSOð4Þ to GSpð4Þ is always nonzero locally.

Remark 6.8. Theorem 5 roughly states that a representation p1 of GSOðVÞ has a
~ww-period for the subgroup G½SOðW1Þ � SOðW?

1 Þ�, where ~ww is obtained from a representa-
tion w of GSOðW1Þ extending trivially across SOðW?

1 Þ, if and only if p2 ¼ Yðp1Þ, a repre-
sentation of GSpðW1 lW4

1 Þ, has w-Bessel model for the representation w of GSOðW1Þ.
This theorem has a certain symmetry in p1 and p2. However, we note an important asym-
metry: one concludes from the theorem that as soon as a representation p1 of GSOðVÞ has
a nonzero ~ww-period, Yðp1Þ3 0; but it may happen that although a representation p2 of
GSpðW1 lW4

1 Þ has a w-Bessel model, Yðp2Þ ¼ 0.

Remark 6.9. The considerations of this section can be pictorially represented by the
following diagram where Mc ¼ OðW1Þ, and V ¼W1 þW?

1 , and a vertical line between
representations denotes the appearance of the representation on the smaller group at the
lower end of the line in the representation of the larger group at the upper end.

p2 ¼ Yðp1Þ on SpðWÞ p1 on OðVÞ�����
�����

�����
�����

w � c on McN w� 1 on OðW1Þ �OðW?
1 Þ:

7. Applications

To be able to use Theorem 5, we need to understand the embedding of OðW1Þ inside
OðVÞ more concretely. For application to Theorem 2, we need it in the case when V is a
four dimensional quadratic space, and W1 is a two dimensional subspace of it, and for ap-
plications to Theorem 4, we need it in the case when V is a 6 dimensional quadratic space,
and W1 is a two dimensional subspace of it.
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We begin with the case of a four dimensional quadratic space V of discriminant 1, so
that it can be identified to the norm form of a four dimensional central simple algebra, say
D, over k. Assume that the two dimensional non-degenerate subspace W1 of V ¼ D is the
norm form on a two dimensional sub-algebra K of D. Write D ¼ K lK � j where j is an
element of D� which normalizes K� with j2 ¼ a A k�. The group D� �D� operates on D

by ðd1; d2ÞX ¼ d1Xd2, and gives an identification of ½D� �D��=Dk� with GSOðDÞ. Ob-
serve that the map i : ðx; yÞ ! ðxy; xyÞ from K� � K� to itself gives an isomorphism of
ðK� � K�Þ=Dk� onto the subgroup G½SOðW1Þ � SOðW?

1 Þ� of GSOðW1Þ �GSOðW?
1 Þ

consisting of pairs of elements of K� with the same similitude factors for the two com-
ponents. Since x½K lKj�y ¼ xyK l xyKj, the following diagram allows one to identify
ðK� � K�Þ=Dk� inside ðD� �D�Þ=Dk� as the subgroup G½SOðKÞ � SOðKÞ� inside
GSOðDÞ ¼ GSOðK lKÞ:

½K� � K��=Dðk�Þ

G½SOðKÞ � SOðKÞ� ðD� �D�Þ=ðDk�Þ:
 ���

��G

 ���
��

Therefore a representation p1 n p2 of D� �D� contains the restriction of the charac-
ter ðw1; w2Þ of K� � K� to the subgroup G½SOðW1Þ � SOðW?

1 Þ� if and only if w1w2 appears
in p1 and w1w2 appears in p2. Taking w2 ¼ 1, we get the following corollary to Theorem 5.

Corollary 7.1. Let p1 n p2 be an irreducible admissible representation of

½D� �D��=k�GGSOðVÞ

where V ¼ D is a quaternion algebra over k equipped with its reduced norm as the quadratic

form. Let c be a character of the unipotent radical of the Siegel parabolic of GSpðWÞ which

corresponds to the non-degenerate quadratic space N : K ! k where K is a quadratic sub-

algebra of D. Then for the representation Yðp1 n p2Þ of GSpðWÞ, the twisted Jacquet functor,
Ycðp1 n p2Þ of GSpðW Þ, contains the representation w : K� ! C� if and only if w appears in

both p1 and p2. (In particular, K is a field if D is a division algebra.)

Similarly, for the case of the rank one form SpD
4 ðkÞ of the symplectic group defined

using the quaternion division algebra D, we get the following result:

Corollary 7.2. Let p1 n p2 be a representation of ½D� �GL2ðkÞ�=k�GGSOD
4 ðkÞ

where D is a quaternion division algebra over k. Let c be a character of the unipotent radical

of the Siegel parabolic of GSpD
4 ðkÞ which corresponds to the non-degenerate quadratic space

N : K ! k where K is a quadratic sub-algebra of D. Then for the representation Yðp1 n p2Þ
of GSpD

4 ðkÞ, the twisted Jacquet functor, Ycðp1 n p2Þ of GSpD
4 ðkÞ, contains the representa-

tion w : K� ! C� if and only if w appears in both p1 and p2.

We next consider Bessel model of representations of GSp4ðkÞ which are obtained
as theta lift from GSOðVÞ where V is a quadratic space of dimension 4 with non-trivial
discriminant, in which case we recall that

GSOðVÞG ½GL2ðEÞ � k��=DðE�Þ;

for E a quadratic extension of k.
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Let K and L be two distinct quadratic extensions of k, and let E be the third qua-
dratic extension of k contained in KL. Considering K and L together with their norm
forms, we have two 2-dimensional quadratic spaces, and K lL is a four dimensional qua-
dratic space. It can be seen that GSOðK lLÞG

�
GL2ðEÞ � k�

�
=DE� where DE�GE�

sits inside GL2ðEÞ as scalar matrices, and inside k� via the inverse of the norm mapping.

The group G½SOðKÞ � SOðLÞ� is the subgroup of K� � L� consisting of pairs
ðx1; x2Þ A K� � L� with the same norm to k�.

The mapping from G½SOðKÞ � SOðLÞ� to
�
GL2ðEÞ � k�

�
=DE� obtained as the com-

position,

G½SOðKÞ � SOðLÞ� ! GSOðK lLÞG
�
GL2ðEÞ � k�

�
=DE�,

fits in the following diagram of maps where fE denotes the natural inclusion of ðKLÞ� into
GL2ðEÞ, and i, iK , iL are inclusions of k� in k�, K�, L� respectively, and NK and NL are
norm mappings from ðKLÞ� to K� and L� respectively:

½ðKLÞ� � k��=DðE�Þ

G½SOðKÞ � SOðLÞ�
�
GL2ðEÞ � k�

�
=ðDE�Þ:

 ���
��ðiKNK ; iLNLÞ

 ���
��

ðfE ; iÞ

As the arrow on the left can be checked to be an isomorphism, it follows from this diagram
that to check that a character of G½SOðKÞ � SOðLÞ� appears in the restriction of a repre-
sentation of GSOðK lLÞ, it is equivalent to check that its restriction to ½ðKLÞ� � k��=DE�

now thought of as a subgroup of ½GL2ðEÞ � k��=DðE�Þ appears in the corresponding rep-
resentation of ½GL2ðEÞ � k��=DðE�Þ. Therefore we obtain the following theorem:

Theorem 6. Let p1 be an irreducible admissible representation of GSp4ðkÞ obtained

from the theta lift of a representation p of GO4ðkÞ such that the normalized discriminant

algebra associated to the four dimensional quadratic space is a quadratic field extension E

of k. Assume that in the identification of GSO4ðkÞ with
�
GL2ðEÞ � k�

�
=ðDE�Þ, the restriction

of p ( from GO4ðkÞ to GSO4ðkÞ) corresponds to the representation p2 n m of GL2ðEÞ � k�.

Let c be a non-degenerate character of N, where N is the unipotent radical of the Siegel para-

bolic P ¼MN stabilizing a maximal isotropic subspace W1 of the four dimensional sym-

plectic space W , corresponding to a quadratic form q on W1 which defines a quadratic field

extension K 3E. (The case K ¼ E is easier to analyze but we do not do it here.) Then a

character w of K� such that wjk� is the central character of p1, appears in p1;c if and only if

the character w �N : ðKEÞ� !N K� !w C� of ðKEÞ� appears in the restriction of p2 to ðKEÞ�
which by the theorem of Saito and Tunnell is the case if and only if

oKE=Eð�1Þop2
ð�1Þ ¼ eðp2 n indE

KE w�1jKEÞ

¼ e
�
p2 nResE ½indk

Kðw�1Þ�
�

¼ e
�
indk

Eðp2Þn indk
Kðw�1Þ

�
:
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Noting the generality that oKE=E ¼ oK=k �NKE!K , we have oKE=Eð�1Þ ¼ 1, and that

op2
ð�1Þ ¼ 1 as p2 is a representation of GL2ðEÞ which extends to a representation of�

GL2ðEÞ � k�
�
=ðDE�Þ, its central character restricted to E1 is trivial, we get that

e
�
indk

Eðp2Þn indk
Kðw�1Þ

�
¼ 1

if and only if the character w appears in the Bessel model of p as required by Theorem 2.

Remark 7.3. There is a form of this theorem for the rank 1 form GSpD
4 ðkÞ of

GSp4ðkÞ too in which one would be considering theta lifting from an orthogonal group in
4 variables defined using D and a skew-hermitian matrix in GL2ðDÞ whose discriminant in
k�=k�2 defines a quadratic extension E of k. In this case, the orthogonal similitude group
turns out to be ðD�E � k�Þ=E� with DE the unique quaternion division algebra over E. A
similar analysis as done in the previous theorem confirms the relevant parts of Theorem 2
for such representations of GSpD

4 ðkÞ. We discuss symplectic and orthogonal groups arising
out of hermitian and skew-hermitian forms over D, and the calculation of Bessel models in
this context, in some detail in Section 9.

8. A seesaw argument

In the previous sections we have used theta correspondence between GSp4ðkÞ and
GO4ðkÞ to calculate Bessel models of certain representations of GSp4ðkÞ. This method
works well for all representations of GSp4ðkÞ which arise as theta lift from GO4ðkÞ. Thus,
it misses out on representations of GSp4ðkÞ which do not arise as theta lift from GO4ðkÞ.
Among the missed representations are those representations of GSp4ðkÞ with Langlands
parameter of the form spn St2 for an irreducible representation sp of Wk which has a
non-trivial self-twist (so the parameter sp takes values in GO2ðCÞ). In this section, we will
study Bessel model of the representations of GSp4ðkÞ whose Langlands parameter is of the
form spn St2, by going over to GSO6ðkÞ (a group closely related to GL4ðkÞ) via theta
correspondence, where the representation obtained is what is called the generalized Stein-
berg representation. The question of w-Bessel model on GSp4ðkÞ for a character w of K�

becomes one of linear period on GL4ðkÞ for the corresponding character w of the subgroup
GL2ðKÞ of GL4ðkÞ. This question on GL4ðkÞ also seems intractable, but what allows us
to handle this case is the fact that corresponding to the generalized Steinberg, there is the
companion Speh module on GL4ðkÞ, which arises by theta lifting from GL2ðkÞ, and a
seesaw argument can be provided for GL2ðKÞ-periods of the Speh module, which then
implies the desired result about GL2ðKÞ-period of the generalized Steinberg on GL4ðkÞ.
In fact, there is an extra twist to the argument. We use the dual pair

�
GL2ðkÞ;GO6ðkÞ

�
to calculate GL2ðKÞ-period for a representation of GL4ðkÞ; but when we use the pair�
GSp4ðkÞ;GO6ðkÞ

�
, we do not use the representation of GO6ðkÞ encountered for the pair�

GL2ðkÞ;GO6ðkÞ
�

but another one whose restriction to

GL4ðkÞH ½GL4ðkÞ � k��=Dðk�Þ ¼ GSO6ðkÞ

is the same.

The section uses many details about theta correspondence which we borrow either
from [3], or from [22], or directly from conversations with W. T. Gan.
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We begin by noting the following lemma about theta lifting between SOð4Þ and
GLð2Þ, cf. [22]. (Only the part of the lemma asserting that a certain theta lift from SOð4Þ
to GLð2Þ is one dimensional is what is used in the sequel; however, we have preferred to
state the more complete result.)

Lemma 8.1. For a character l of k�, let

p1ðlÞ ¼ lðN � detÞn l2;

p2ðlÞ ¼ lðN � detÞnoKl
2;

be one dimensional representations of GSOð3; 1ÞG ½GL2ðKÞ � k��=DðK�Þ which are invari-

ant under the action of GOð3; 1Þ. For the representations, p1ðlÞ, p2ðlÞ, exactly one extension

to GOð3; 1Þ participates in the theta correspondence with GL2ðkÞþ, the subgroup of GL2ðkÞ
with determinant in NK�. One has

Y
�
p1ðlÞ

�
¼ y

�
p1ðlÞ

�
¼ IndðoK j � j1=2l; j � j�1=2lÞ;

Y
�
p2ðlÞ

�
¼ y

�
p2ðlÞ

�
¼ l � detjGLþ

2
ðkÞ;

where IndðoK j � j1=2l; j � j�1=2lÞ denotes the restriction of the corresponding principal series

representation of GL2ðkÞ to GL2ðkÞþ, which we note is irreducible.

We now prove the following theorem:

Theorem 7. Let p be a supercuspidal representation of GL2ðkÞ, with central character

op, which has a non-trivial self-twist by a quadratic character oK associated to a quadratic

extension K of k. Let Sp2ðpÞ be the associated Speh module of GL4ðkÞ. Let w : K� ! C� be

a character such that wjk� ¼ op � oK. By abuse of notation, let w also denote the character

w � det of GL2ðKÞ given by GL2ðKÞ !det K� !w C�. Then,

HomGL2ðKÞ½Sp2ðpÞ; w�3 0; if and only if pG pw;

where pw is the monomial representation of GL2ðkÞ arising from the character w of K�.

Proof. For K�, the vector space K on which the quadratic form (the normform) is
scaled by �1, let V ¼ K lH lK�, with H the hyperbolic plane, denote the 6 dimensional
split quadratic space. The embedding G½SOðK þHÞ � SOðK�Þ� ,! GSOðVÞ will be abbre-
viated to G½SO4ðkÞ � SO2ðkÞ� ,! GSO6ðkÞ in what follows.

The proof of the theorem will be based on the following seesaw diagram:

Gþ½SL2ðkÞ � SL2ðkÞ� GSOþ6 ðkÞ

GLþ2 ðkÞ G½SO4ðkÞ � SO2ðkÞ�;

where Gþ denotes various similitude groups with similitude factor in NK�.
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In this diagram, we take the representation p of GL2ðkÞ (restricted to GLþ2 ðkÞ) on the
lower left corner, whose theta lift YðpÞ to GSOþ6 ðkÞ is, by [3], Theorem 8.11, the restriction
to GSOþ6 ðkÞ, of the representation YðpÞ ¼ yðpÞ ¼ Sp2ðpÞnop of GSO6ðkÞ under the iden-
tification

GSO6ðkÞ ¼ ½GL4ðkÞ � k��=fðz; z�2Þ j z A k�g:

Since G½SO4ðkÞ � SO2ðkÞ� is a subgroup of GSO4ðkÞ �GSO2ðkÞ, one can construct a
representation of G½SO4ðkÞ � SO2ðkÞ� by restricting one of GSO4ðkÞ �GSO2ðkÞ which we
take to be

�
wðN � detÞ;oKw

2
�
� w�1 under the identification

GSO4ðkÞG ½GL2ðKÞ � k��=DðK�Þ;

this is the representation on the right-hand lower corner of the diagram.

The map

½GL2ðKÞ � k��
Dðk�Þ ! ½GL2ðKÞ � k��

DðK�Þ � K� ¼ GSO4ðkÞ �GSO2ðkÞ;

ðX ; aÞ !
�
ðX ; aÞ; a det X

�
;

is an isomorphism onto the subgroup G½SO4ðkÞ � SO2ðkÞ� of GSO4ðkÞ �GSO2ðkÞ. Using
this isomorphism

½GL2ðKÞ � k��=fðz; z�2Þ j z A k�gGG½SO4ðkÞ � SO2ðkÞ�

the character
�
wðN � detÞ;oKw

2
�
� w�1 of GSO4ðkÞ �GSO2ðkÞ (restricted to

G½SO4ðkÞ � SO2ðkÞ�)

becomes the character ðws � det; wjk� � oKÞ of ½GL2ðKÞ � k��=fðz; z�2Þ j z A k�g, where
ws ¼ wðNxÞw�1ðxÞ.

The embedding of G½SO4ðkÞ � SO2ðkÞ� in GSO6ðkÞ can be identified to the natural
embedding

½GL2ðKÞ � k��=fðz; z�2Þ j z A k�g ,! ½GL4ðkÞ � k��=fðz; z�2Þ j z A k�g:

For the character
�
wðN � detÞ;oKw

2
�
� w�1 of G½SO4ðkÞ � SO2ðkÞ� to appear in the

representation YðpÞ ¼ Sp2ðpÞnop of GSO6ðkÞ, it is necessary that op ¼ wjk�oK , which
we assume is the case.

Let the theta lift of the character w�1 of GSO2ðkÞ ¼ K� to GLþ2 ðkÞ be ðp4w Þ
þ, and let

p4w ¼ ind
GL2ðkÞ
GLþ

2
ðkÞðp

4
w Þ
þ, an irreducible representation of GL2ðkÞ.

By Lemma 8.1, the theta lift of the character
�
wðN � detÞ;oKw

2
�
� w�1 of

G½SO4ðkÞ � SO2ðkÞ� to G½SL2ðkÞ � SL2ðkÞ� is the restriction of the representation
wjk� � detn ðp4w Þ

þ of GLþ2 ðkÞ �GLþ2 ðkÞ. The restriction of the representation
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wjk� � detn ðp4w Þ
þ of GLþ2 ðkÞ �GLþ2 ðkÞ to the diagonal GLþ2 ðkÞ is a component of pw that

we denote by pþw . The proof of the theorem now follows by the seesaw identity after

using the following form of the Frobenius reciprocity:

HomGL2ðkÞ½pw; p� ¼ HomGLþ
2
ðkÞ½pþw ; p�: r

We will use the previous theorem to deduce a corollary about Bessel models. But be-
fore we can do that, we must note the following result about theta correspondence between
GSp4ðkÞ and GSO6ðkÞ which is due to [3], Theorem 8.4. (Only the part of the lemma assert-
ing that a certain theta lift from SOð6Þ to GSpð4Þ is the non-generic component of a reduc-
ible principal series of GSpð4Þ is what is used in the sequel; however, we have preferred to
state the more complete result.)

Lemma 8.2. Let p be a supercuspidal representation of GL2ðkÞ which has a nontrivial

self-twist by a quadratic character oK. Let Sp2ðpÞ be the associated Speh module, and St2ðpÞ
the generalized Steinberg representation of GL4ðkÞ. For the representations Sp2ðpÞnoKop

and St2ðpÞnoKop of GSOð6Þ ¼ ½GL4ðkÞ � k��=Dðk�Þ, we have

Y
�
Sp2ðpÞnoKop

�
¼ y

�
Sp2ðpÞnoKop

�
;

the non-generic component of the reducible principal series representation of GSp4ðkÞ
induced from the Klingen parabolic Q ¼MN with M ¼ k� �GL2ðkÞ, the representation

oK j � jn j � j�1=2p, and Y
�
St2ðpÞnoKop

�
¼ y

�
St2ðpÞnoKop

�
, the generic component of

the same principal series. Further, Y
�
Sp2ðpÞnop

�
¼ y

�
Sp2ðpÞnop

�
, the irreducible princi-

pal series representation j � jn j � j�1=2p.

The next corollary is a consequence of Theorem 7, combined with Lemma 8.2, and
Theorem 5 according to which the existence of a w-invariant linear form for the subgroup
GL2ðKÞ of GL4ðkÞ is the same as the existence of w-Bessel model for the representation of
GSp4ðkÞ which is the theta lift of the representation pn m of

GSO6ðkÞ ¼ ½GL4ðkÞ � k��=Dðk�Þ

in which m ¼ wjk� as we discuss in greater detail in Section 11.

Corollary 8.3. Let p be an irreducible supercuspidal representation of GL2ðkÞ with

central character op which has a nontrivial self-twist by a quadratic character oK associated

to a quadratic extension K of k. Let Sp2ðpÞ be the irreducible non-generic component of

the principal series representation of GSp4ðkÞ induced from the Klingen parabolic with Levi

k� �GL2ðkÞ the representation oK � j � jn j � j�1=2p. The irreducible representation Sp2ðpÞ
of GSp4ðkÞ with Langlands parameter spn ðj � j1=2 l j � j�1=2Þ has Bessel models for exactly

those characters w of K� for which pw G p.

Since we know that the principal series representation of GSp4ðkÞ induced from a re-
presentation ln p of k� �GL2ðkÞ, a Levi subgroup of the Klingen parabolic, has w-Bessel
model for every character w of K�, which is unique, we know that when such a principal
series has two irreducible sub-quotients, the two sub-quotients have Bessel models for com-
plementary characters. We thus obtain the following corollary:
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Corollary 8.4. The generic representation of GSp4ðkÞ with parameter spn St2 has a

Bessel model for a character w of K� if and only if

spY Indk
K w:

This is exactly the conclusion required by Theorem 2 for representations of GSp4ðkÞ
with Langlands parameter spn St2 as discussed in 4.

Remark 8.5. Representations of GSp4ðkÞ with Langlands parameter spn St2 have
Bessel models for all characters of K� except the two characters w for which spG Indk

K w.
Theorem 2 in this case requires that these two missing characters appear in the Bessel
model of the corresponding representation of the rank 1 form GSpD

4 ðkÞ of GSp4ðkÞ. In-
deed, considerations of this section will prove this too for which instead of the 6 dimen-
sional split quadratic space over k, we will use the unique anisotropic skew-hermitian space
of dimension 3 over the quaternion division algebra (see the next section for a description
of this), and the representation of the isometry group coming from theta correspondence
with the isometry group of the hermitian space of dimension 1 (the similitude group being
D�). We leave the details to the interested reader.

9. Dual pairs involving division algebras

In this section we briefly recall the formalism of dual reductive pairs which involve
quaternion division algebra; the final goal of this section will be to state the analogue of
Theorem 5 in this context.

Let D be a quaternion division algebra with its canonical involution x! x. Using
this involution, right D-modules can be identified to left D-modules.

Let V be a right D-module, and H : V � V ! D an e-hermitian form on V which is
D-linear in the second variable, so that:

(1) Hðv1d1; v2d2Þ ¼ d1Hðv1; v2Þd2.

(2) Hðv1; v2Þ ¼ eHðv2; v1Þ. (This forces e to beG1.)

If e ¼ 1 (resp., e ¼ �1), an e-hermitian form is called hermitian (resp., skew-
hermitian).

Let V1 be a right D-module together with an e1-hermitian form linear in the second
variable, and V2 a left D-module together with an e2-hermitian form H2 which is linear in
the first variable. Then V1 nD V2 is a vector space over k together with a natural bilinear
form H ¼ H1 nH2 given by

Hðv1 n v2;w1 nw2Þ ¼ trD=k

�
H1ðv1;w1ÞH2ðv2;w2Þ

�
:

If e1e2 ¼ �1, as will always be the case in what follows, H will be a symplectic form on
V1 nD V2. In this case, the isometry group G1 of ðV1;H1Þ to be denoted by UðV1Þ, and the
isometry group G2 of ðV2;H2Þ to be denoted by UðV2Þ, form a dual reductive pair inside
SpðV1 nD V2Þ. We let GUðV1Þ and GUðV2Þ denote the corresponding similitude groups.
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It is known that to get a form of an orthogonal group, we need to take a skew-
hermitian form, and that to get a form of the symplectic group, we need to take a hermitian
form. Over a non-archimedean local field k, a non-degenerate hermitian form is uniquely
determined by its dimension, whereas a non-degenerate skew-hermitian form is uniquely
determined by its dimension and its discriminant which is an element of k�=k�2. (It is
curious that over R, these assertions are interchanged: a skew-hermitian form is unique,
whereas a hermitian form is determined by its signature.)

As an example of interest for our work, for a A D�, let DðaÞ denote the one dimen-
sional right D-module which is D itself together with the form Hðd1; d2Þ ¼ d1ad2. This form
is skew-hermitian if aþ a ¼ 0, and hermitian if a ¼ a. Assuming a is such that aþ a ¼ 0, it
can be seen that U

�
DðaÞ

�
¼ K 1, and GU

�
DðaÞ

�
¼ K� where K is the quadratic extension

of k generated by a; we note in particular that U
�
DðaÞ

�
is a form of SOð2Þ, and not of

Oð2Þ.

The following two examples play a role in this paper. (See for example the papers
of T. Tsukamoto as well as that of I. Satake in J. Math. Soc. Japan 13 (1961), 387–400,
and 401–409 for proofs.)

Example 9.1. The orthogonal group defined by the skew-hermitian form

ffiffiffi
a
p

0

0
ffiffiffi
b
p

� �
;

for a; b A k�nk�2 defines an orthogonal group in four variables which is:

(1) GSOD
4 ðkÞG ½D� �GL2ðkÞ�=Dk� if ab A k�2; here Dk� ¼ k� is embedded in

D� �GL2ðkÞ as ða; a�1Þ.

(2) GSOD
4 ðkÞG ½D�E � k��=DE� if ab B k�2 and E is the quadratic extension of k

given by E ¼ kð
ffiffiffiffiffi
ab
p
Þ, and DE is the unique quaternion division algebra over E. Here the

mapping from E� to k� is the inverse of the norm mapping.

Example 9.2. The skew-hermitian form

ffiffiffi
a
p

0 0

0
ffiffiffi
b
p

0

0 0
ffiffiffiffiffi
ab
p

0
@

1
A;

for a; b; ab A k�nk�2, is, up to isomorphism, the unique an-isotropic skew-hermitian form in
3 variables over D. (Notice that elements such as

ffiffiffi
a
p

in D� are well defined only up to con-
jugacy; but the skew-hermitian form above is, up to isomorphism, independent of these
choices in

ffiffiffi
a
p

,
ffiffiffi
b
p

,
ffiffiffiffiffi
ab
p

.) The corresponding orthogonal group GSOD
6 ðkÞ is isomorphic

to ½D� � k��=Dk� where D is the unique division algebra over k with invariant 1=4, and
where Dk� ¼ k� is naturally included in D�, and the map from k� to k� is x! x�2. (If
D 0 is the division algebra with invariant 3=4, then D 0�GD�.)

Assume that H1 is a skew-hermitian form on V1, and H2 is a hermitian form on
V2. Let V2 ¼W2 lW4

2 be a complete polarization of V2. The Weil representation of
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SpðV1 nD V2Þ is realized on the Schwartz space of functions on V1 nD W4
2 on which UðV1Þ

acts in the natural way. The polarization V2 ¼W2 lW4
2 gives rise to the parabolic P in

UðV2Þ stabilizing the subspace W2 with GLðW2Þ as the Levi subgroup, and the additive
group of skew-hermitian forms on W4

2 as N. Thus the character group of N can be identi-
fied to the additive group of skew-hermitian forms on W2.

With these preliminaries, we state the analogue of Theorem 5 in this context; applica-
tion of this result to theta lifting between GSpD

4 ðkÞ, and GSOD
4 ðkÞ will not be explicitly

stated.

Theorem 8. Let p1 be an irreducible admissible representation of GUðV1Þ, and p2

that of GUðV2Þ. Assume that p2 ¼ Yðp1Þ is the theta lift of p1 to GUðV2Þ. Let c be a non-

degenerate character of the unipotent radical N of the Siegel parabolic P ¼MN of GUðV2Þ
stabilizing a maximal isotropic subspace W2 of V2. Assume that c corresponds to a skew-

hermitian form H on W2. Then an irreducible representation w of GUðW2Þ appears in p2;c

as a quotient if and only if :

(1) ðH;W2Þ can be embedded in the skew hermitian space V1; let W?
2 denote the

orthogonal complement of W2 sitting inside V1 through this embedding.

(2) The representation w4 of G½UðW2Þ �UðW?
2 Þ� appears as a quotient in the repre-

sentation p1 of GUðV1Þ restricted to G½UðW2Þ �UðW?
2 Þ�, where w4 is obtained by pulling

back the contragredient of w under the natural map G½UðW2Þ �UðW?
2 Þ� ! GUðW2Þ.

10. Concluding the proof of Theorem 2

We begin by observing that from what is called the Standard modules conjecture,
which is a theorem for GSp4ðkÞ, a generic representation cannot be a proper Langlands
quotient, i.e., either it is already tempered (up to a twist), or it is a full induced representa-
tion.

For the full induced representation, analysis of principal series representations gives
complete information about Bessel models, and if the principal series is irreducible, proves
Theorem 2 in these cases.

If the representation is tempered but not discrete series, then the sum of the represen-
tations in its L-packet is obtained by inducing a unitary discrete series representation of a
parabolic subgroup of GSp4ðkÞ. This unitary principal series is irreducible except if the
parabolic is the Klingen parabolic, and the representation is 1z p for a discrete series rep-
resentation p of GL2ðkÞ. This principal series has two irreducible components which arise
as theta lifts from the compact orthogonal group Oð4Þ, and split orthogonal group Oð2; 2Þ,
for which methods of theta correspondence enable one to calculate Bessel models.

All L-packets of size > 1 for GSp4ðkÞ, or in odd residue characteristic, all L-packets
containing a supercuspidal representation arise as theta lift from an orthogonal group of a
quadratic space of dimension 4, for which methods of theta correspondence give complete
information about Bessel models; we indicate the calculation of necessary epsilon factors
below.
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It remains to deal with discrete series representations of GSp4ðkÞ which are not super-
cuspidal, and which is an L-packet by itself. There are two classes of such representations:

(1) Steinberg, up to a twist.

(2) Representations of GSp4ðkÞ with parameter of the form sn St2 where s is a
2-dimensional irreducible monomial representation of Wk, and St2 is the 2-dimensional
irreducible representation of SL2ðCÞ.

Both these classes of representations have been individually handled in Sections 5,
and 7, completing the proof of Theorem 2 in these cases.

Following Gan and Takeda in [3], we now recall the Langlands parameter of repre-
sentations of GSp4ðkÞ arising from theta correspondence with representations of GO4ðkÞ,
and then do the necessary epsilon factor calculation to verify Theorem 2 from results proved
in the previous sections for such representations.

As recalled in the introduction, for a four dimensional quadratic space V , GSOðVÞ
has the structure of one of the following groups:

(1) GSOðV sÞG ½GL2ðkÞ �GL2ðkÞ�=Dk�,

(2) GSOðV aÞG ½D� �D��=Dk�,

(3) GSOðV dÞG ½GL2ðEÞ � k��=DE�,

where Dk� ¼ k� sits as ðt; t�1Þ, and DE� ¼ E� sits inside GL2ðEÞ � k� via its natural
embedding in GL2ðEÞ, and in k� by the inverse of the norm mapping.

In cases ð1Þ and ð2Þ, an irreducible representation of GSOðVÞ is a tensor product
t1 n t2 of two irreducible representations t1 and t2 which are both irreducible representa-
tions of GL2ðkÞ in case ð1Þ, and of D� in case ð2Þ, and have the same central characters,
and with Langlands parameters s1 and s2. The Langlands parameter of the representation
of GSpð4Þ arising from theta correspondence from an irreducible representation of GOðVÞ
which restricted to GSOðVÞ is t1 n t2 in cases ð1Þ and ð2Þ is

s1 l s2:

In case ð3Þ, an irreducible representation of GSOðV dÞ corresponds to an irreducible
representation t of GL2ðEÞ whose central character is invariant under GalðE=kÞ, together
with a character w of k� such that the central character of t can be considered to be the
character of E� obtained from the character w of k� through the norm mapping. (There
are two possibilities for w which are twists of each other by oE=k.) In this case, the Lang-
lands parameter of the representation GSp4ðkÞ arising from theta correspondence from this
representation of GOðV dÞ is

Indk
E s;

where s is the L-parameter of the representation t of GL2ðEÞ.
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(This representation with values in GL4ðCÞ can be considered as a representation
with values in GSp4ðCÞ in two non-conjugate ways depending on the two choices for w;
the corresponding representations of GSp4ðkÞ are obtained from distinct representations
of GSOðV dÞG ½GL2ðEÞ � k��=DE�, which are the same when restricted to GL2ðEÞ.)

The epsilon factor e
�
sn Indk

Kðw�1Þ
�

in cases ð1Þ and ð2Þ is simply the product of the
epsilon factors, e

�
s1 n Indk

Kðw�1Þ
�

and e
�
s2 n Indk

Kðw�1Þ
�

which by the theorem of Saito
and Tunnell can be easily interpreted in terms of the existence of the character w of K� in
the representations t1, t2, making Theorem 2 a consequence of Corollaries 7.1 and 7.2.
Similarly in case ð3Þ, Theorem 2 is equivalent to Theorem 6.

11. Theorem 4

In this section we use Theorem 5 to convert results about Bessel models for GSp4ðkÞ
to results about w-invariant linear forms on representations of GL4ðkÞ restricted to GL2ðKÞ,
where w is a character of K� thought of as a character of GL2ðKÞ through the determinant
map. This is achieved by looking at Theorem 5 for the dual reductive pair

�
Sp4ðkÞ;O6ðkÞ

�
where the group O6ðkÞ comes from a six dimensional quadratic space over k with discrim-
inant of the split form in dimension 6. Thus O6ðkÞ is either split, or is a rank 1 form of it,
and GSO6ðkÞ will be one of the following two groups:

(1) ½GL4ðkÞ � k��=fðz; z�2Þ j z A k�g,

(2) ½GL2ðDÞ � k��=fðz; z�2Þ j z A k�g.

It follows from these isomorphisms that an irreducible representation of GSO6ðkÞ corre-
sponds to a pair ðp; wÞ of a representation p of GL4ðkÞ (or GL2ðDÞ), and a character w of
k� such that the central character op of p is w2.

We will also have to use the duality correspondence between GSpD
4 ðkÞ and

GSOD
6 ðkÞ ¼ GUD

3 ðkÞ defined using a skew-hermitian form over D of discriminant �1,
giving rise to

(3) GUD
3 ðkÞG ½D� � k��=Dk� where the mapping from Dk� ¼ k� to k� is x! x�2,

and D is the unique division algebra over k of invariant 1=4.

The following theorem of Gan and Takeda [3] lies at the basis of our proof of Theo-
rem 4; the last part of the theorem is due to Gan and Tantono [4].

Theorem 9. (1) The theta correspondence between GSp4ðkÞ and GSO6ðkÞ gives a

correspondence between irreducible representations of GSp4ðkÞ and GL4ðkÞ and also between

irreducible representations of GSp4ðkÞ and GL2ðDÞ which on Langlands parameters corre-

sponds to the natural inclusion GSp4ðCÞ ,! GL4ðCÞ.

(2) A representation p, resp. p 0, of GL4ðkÞ, resp. GL2ðDÞ can be lifted to GSp4ðkÞ if

and only if the Langlands parameter of p, resp. p 0, lies inside GSp4ðCÞ.

(3) If an L-packet of GSp4ðkÞ has size 2, then exactly one of its members lifts to

GL4ðkÞ, and the other to GL2ðDÞ.
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(4) If an L-packet fpg of representations of GSp4ðkÞ has size one, then it lifts to a

representation, say p 0, of GL4ðkÞ; if the L-parameter of p 0 is relevant to GL2ðDÞ, then p

also lifts to GL2ðDÞ.

(5) Let D be a division algebra of dimension 16 over k such that for the unitary

group UD
3 ðkÞ defined by a skew-hermitian form in 3 variables over D of discriminant �1,

GUD
3 ðkÞG ½D� � k��=Dk� where the mapping from Dk� ¼ k� to k� is x! x�2. Then the

theta correspondence between GSpD
4 ðkÞ and GUD

3 ðkÞ gives an injection of representations

of ½D� � k��=Dk� with symplectic similitude parameter into irreducible representations of

GSpD
4 ðkÞ.

In this section, we will be looking at the embedding of the quadratic space under-
lying K (with its norm form as the quadratic form) in a six dimensional quadratic space,
say K ,! K l aK lH, a direct sum of quadratic spaces where aK is the same underly-
ing vector space as K , but the quadratic form is scaled by a, and H is the two dimen-
sional hyperbolic plane. The embedding of quadratic spaces gives an embedding of
G½SOðKÞ � SOðaK lHÞ� inside GSOðK l aK lHÞ. We remind ourselves that

GSOðaK lHÞG ½GL2ðKÞ � k��=K�;

where DK� ¼ K� sits inside ½GL2ðKÞ � k�� as ðx;Nx�1Þ. Therefore there is a natural
embedding of G½SOðKÞ � SOðaK lHÞ� inside K� � ½GL2ðKÞ � k��=DK�. We claim that
under this embedding, the image of G½SOðKÞ � SOðaK lHÞ� inside

K� � ½GL2ðKÞ � k��=DK�

can be identified to ½GL2ðKÞ � k��=Dk� where k� sits naturally as the scalar matrices in
GL2ðKÞ, and in k� through t! t�2. To prove this claim, note that there is a natural map
from ½GL2ðKÞ � k��=Dk� to ½GL2ðKÞ � k��=DK�, and therefore to

K� � ½GL2ðKÞ � k��=DK�

in which ðX ; tÞ goes to t det X in K�. It is easy to check that this map is injective, and its
image is exactly G½SOðKÞ � SOðaK lHÞ�.

Using the identifications indicated above, the embedding of the group

G½SOðKÞ � SOðaK lHÞ�

inside GSOðK l aK lHÞ, becomes the standard embedding of ½GL2ðKÞ � k��=Dk� in-
side ½GL4ðkÞ � k��=fðz; z�2Þ j z A k�g, or inside ½GL2ðDÞ � k��=fðz; z�2Þ j z A k�g as the
case may be, and further the natural map from

G½SOðKÞ � SOðaK lHÞ� ¼ ½GL2ðKÞ � k��=Dk� to K� ¼ GSOðKÞ

appearing in Theorem 5 is nothing but ðX ; tÞ going to t det X in K�, and thus Theorem 5
detects the appearance of one dimensional representations of GL2ðKÞ as a quotient of a
representation of GL4ðkÞ which arise from theta lifting from GSp4ðkÞ.
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From Theorem 9 (due to Gan and Takeda), it follows that a representation of
GL4ðkÞ arises as a theta lift from GSp4ðkÞ if and only if its Langlands parameter belongs
to the symplectic similitude group GSp4ðCÞ. By the remark following Theorem 5, as soon
as a character of GL2ðKÞ appears as a quotient of a representation of GL4ðkÞ, the repre-
sentation of GL4ðkÞ arises from theta lifting from GSp4ðkÞ, and therefore its parameter
belongs to the symplectic similitude group. Further, the existence of w-invariant linear
form for the subgroup GL2ðKÞ of GL4ðkÞ is the same as the existence of w-Bessel model
for the representation of GSp4ðkÞ which is the theta lift of the representation pn m of
GSO6ðkÞ ¼ ½GL4ðkÞ � k��=Dðk�Þ in which m ¼ wjk� . Having proved the theorem about
Bessel models for GSp4ðkÞ, we deduce Theorem 4 about GL4ðkÞ. For deducing The-
orem 4 about other forms of GL4ðkÞ, we will need to use theta correspondence between
GSp4ðkÞ and the rank 1 form of GO6ðkÞ giving rise to GL2ðDÞ, as well as theta correspon-
dence between GSpD

4 ðkÞ and GUD
3 ðkÞ giving rise to D� for a division algebra of dimension

16 over k; we omit very analogous arguments in these cases.

We note, however, that, as usual, the methods of theta correspondence give results
only for those irreducible representations of GL4ðkÞ which arise as YðpÞ with YðpÞ ¼ yðpÞ
for an irreducible representation p of GSp4ðkÞ. For ensuring this, we will use the methods
of theta correspondence only for supercuspidal representations of GL4ðkÞ. Other represen-
tations of GL4ðkÞ for which there is a character of GL2ðKÞ appearing in it as a quotient,
must arise from parabolic induction of an irreducible representation of the ð2; 2Þ parabolic
(as their parameter is in GSp4ðCÞ, so cannot arise from parabolic induction of a supercus-
pidal representation of a Levi subgroup of the ð3; 1Þ parabolic subgroup). If we are deal-
ing with non-discrete series but generic representation of GL4ðkÞ, we can assume that the
representation is a full induced representation from an irreducible representation of the
ð2; 2Þ parabolic, and analyze separately the existence of w-invariant linear form for the sub-
group GL2ðKÞ of GL4ðkÞ.

For the induced representation of GL4ðkÞ arising from the ð2; 2Þ parabolic subgroup,
Mackey theory will answer questions about restriction to a subgroup. This depends on the
understanding of the double cosets,

GL2ðKÞnGL4ðkÞ=Pð2;2Þ;

which we describe now.

To describe the double cosets GL2ðKÞnGL4ðkÞ=Pð2;2Þ, it will be convenient to let
V be a two dimensional vector space over K thought of as a four dimensional vector
space RkV over k so that GL2ðKÞ as well as GL4ðkÞ operate on RkV . With this notation,
GL2ðKÞnGL4ðkÞ=Pð2;2Þ can be identified to GL2ðKÞ-orbits on the set of two dimensional
k-subspaces W of RkV which is easily seen to consist of two orbits, one represented by a
W which is invariant under K, and the other which is not. It follows that the restriction
to GL2ðKÞ of a principal series representation of GL4ðkÞ induced from a representation
p1 n p2 of GL2ðkÞ �GL2ðkÞ ¼M, which is a Levi subgroup of the ð2; 2Þ parabolic Pð2;2Þ
with the Levi decomposition Pð2;2Þ ¼M �N, is

0! ind
GL2ðKÞ
GL2ðkÞ ðp1np2Þ! pjGL2ðKÞ ! ind

GL2ðKÞ
BðKÞ ðj � j

1=2
K p1jK�nj � j

�1=2
K p2jK�Þ! 0;ð3Þ
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where BðKÞ is the Borel subgroup of GL2ðKÞ consisting of upper-triangular matrices with
entries in K , and j � j1=2

K p1jK� n j � j
�1=2
K p2jK� denotes the restriction of j � j1=2

k p1 n j � j�1=2
k p2

to K� � K�, which is then extended trivially across the unipotent radical of BðKÞ, and then
induced to GL2ðKÞ. (All inductions considered in this paper are normalized induction.)

It follows that if p has a w-invariant form for a character w : GL2ðKÞ !
det

K� ! C�,
then either

(1) p1 n p2 has a wjk�-invariant linear form for GL2ðkÞ, i.e., p1 G p42 n wjk� ,

or

(2) p1 and p2 both contain the character w of K� ,! GL2ðkÞ, in particular,
o1 ¼ o2 ¼ wjk� .

In both cases, it is easy to see that the parameter of the representation p lies inside
GSp4ðCÞ with similitude character wjk� , and that we further have (as consequence of the
theorem due to Tunnell and Saito in case ð2Þ, and by generalities about epsilon factors in
case ð1Þ)

e
�
pn Indk

Kðw�1Þ
�
¼ e

�
p1 n Indk

Kðw�1Þ
�
� e
�
p2 n Indk

Kðw�1Þ
�
¼ 1:

If p1 and p2 both contain the character w of K�, then it follows from the exact
sequence (3) that p carries a linear form on which GL2ðKÞ operates via w. We now show
that if p1 G p42 n wjk� , but that one of p1 or p2 does not contain the character w, then the

unique (up to scaling) linear form on ind
GL2ðKÞ
GL2ðkÞ ðp1 n p2Þ on which GL2ðKÞ operates by w

extends to a linear form on p on which GL2ðKÞ operates by w. For this one needs to prove
that an exact sequence of the form

0! Cw ! p 0 ! ind
GL2ðKÞ
BðKÞ ðj � j

1=2
K p1jK� n j � j

�1=2
K p2jK�Þ ! 0

is a split extension under the condition that one of p1 or p2 does not contain the character
w. Since ind

GL2ðKÞ
BðKÞ ðj � j

1=2
K p1jK� n j � j

�1=2
K p2jK�Þ is a direct sum of (infinitely many) principal

series representations, if we can create splittings over each principal series representations,
we will be done. Therefore, it su‰ces to note the following result from [15], Corollary 5.9.

Lemma 11.1. Let w be a character of K�, and w � det the corresponding character

of GL2ðKÞ. Then if V is a principal series representation of GL2ðKÞ such that

HomGL2ðKÞ½V ; w � det� ¼ 0, we have Ext1
GL2ðKÞ½V ; w � det� ¼ 0.

Completing proof of Theorem 4. Notice that if the representations p1 and p2 of
GL2ðkÞ are discrete series representations with pJL

1 and pJL
2 the corresponding represen-

tations of D�, one can construct a representation pJL ¼ pJL
1 � pJL

2 of GL2ðDÞ by para-
bolic induction of the representation pJL

1 n pJL
2 of D� �D� which is a Levi subgroup in

GL2ðDÞ, and one can restrict the representation pJL from GL2ðDÞ to GL2ðKÞ, and get the
analogous exact sequence,

ð4Þ 0! ind
GL2ðKÞ
D� ðpJL

1 npJL
2 Þ

! pjGL2ðKÞ ! ind
GL2ðKÞ
BðKÞ ðj � j

1=2
K pJL

1 jK� n j � j
�1=2
K pJL

2 jK�Þ ! 0:
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It follows that if p has a w � det-invariant form, then either

(1) pJL
1 n pJL

2 has a wjk�-invariant linear form for D�, i.e., pJL
1 G pJL4

2 n wjk� ,

or

(2) pJL
1 and pJL

2 both contain the character w, in particular, o1 ¼ o2 ¼ wjk� .

It is clear that if condition ð1Þ held for p1, p2, it will also hold for representations pJL
1 , pJL

2

of D�, and hence pJL will have a w-invariant linear form when restricted to GL2ðKÞ. On
the other hand, if the condition ð2Þ held for p1 and p2, it will not hold for pJL

1 , pJL
2 . These

conclusions together with the knowledge of L-packets for GSp4ðkÞ completes the proof of
Theorem 4 on noting that conditions (1), (2) simultaneously hold exactly when p1 ¼ p2,
with their central characters equal to wjk� , in which case both p and pJL have a w-invariant
linear form when restricted to GL2ðKÞ.

Remark 11.2. We note a curious consequence of the proof above in the case
p1 ¼ p2, a supercuspidal representation of GL2ðkÞ, in which case both the representation
p1 � p1 of GL4ðkÞ, and the representation pJL

1 � pJL
1 of GL2ðDÞ have w � det-invariant lin-

ear form for GL2ðKÞ for any character w of K�, hence both lift to GSp4ðkÞ, and the two
lifts to GSp4ðkÞ have w-Bessel models. Since yðp1 � p1Þ and yðpJL

1 � pJL
1 Þ are respectively

the generic and non-generic members of the unitary principal series representation 1z p1

of GSp4ðkÞ induced from the Klingen parabolic, only one of these two have w-Bessel
model. It follows that either for yðp1 � p1Þ or for yðpJL

1 � pJL
1 Þ, there is a di¤erence be-

tween Y and y, i.e, there must be a nontrivial extension between the two irreducible
components of the unitary principal series representation 1z p1 induced from the Klingen
parabolic (which are yðp1 � p1Þ and yðpJL

1 � pJL
1 Þ). Extension between irreducible compo-

nents of a reducible unitary principal series representation seems not to have been noticed
earlier.

For later use, we note the following lemma which is clear from the analysis of the
principal series representation arising out of the ð2; 2Þ parabolic.

Lemma 11.3. Let p1 and p2 be two representations of GL2ðkÞ, of the same central

characters, for k either an archimedean or a non-archimedean local field. Then the principal

series representation p1 � p2 of GL4ðkÞ has w-Bessel model for all characters w of K� which

appear in both p1 and p2. Thus if p1 and p2 are principal series representations of the same

central characters, then p1 � p2 has Bessel models for all characters of K� whose restriction

to k� is the central character of p1 and p2.

We end this section by formulating the following general conjecture, which is a modi-
fied form of a conjecture in [17].

Conjecture 1. Let AGMrðDÞ, with D a central division algebra over k, be a central

simple algebra over a local field k of dimension 4n2, and K a quadratic separable algebra over

k which can be embedded in A. (The set of embeddings of K in A is unique by the Skolem-

Noether theorem.) Let AK be the centralizer of K in A which is a central simple algebra

over K of dimension n2. Let p be an irreducible, admissible representation of A� such that

the corresponding representation of GL2nðkÞ is generic with central character op. Let w be a

character of K� such that wnjk� ¼ op. Let det : ðAKÞ� ! K� denote the reduced norm map.

If the character w � det of ðAKÞ� appears as a quotient in p restricted to ðAKÞ�, then:
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(1) The Langlands parameter of p takes values in GSp2nðCÞ with similitude factor wjk� .

(2) The epsilon factor e
�
pn Indk

Kðw�1Þ
�
¼ ð�1ÞroK=kð�1Þnwð�1Þn.

If p is a discrete series representation of A�, then these two conditions are necessary

and su‰cient for the character w � det of ðAKÞ� to appear as a quotient in p restricted to

ðAKÞ�. If p is not a discrete series representation, then one will need to consider not just the

epsilon factor appearing in the condition ð2Þ above, but other epsilon factors just as in ð2Þ
built out of irreducible sub-representations in the Langlands parameter of p which are of

symplectic type with similitude factor wjk� .

Remark 11.4. Multiplicity 1 of the trivial representation of GLnðKÞ inside an irre-
ducible admissible representation of GL2nðkÞ was proved by J. Guo in [8], but the multi-
plicity 1 of more general characters of GLnðKÞ, or in our context, of even more general
subgroups ðAKÞ� of A�, seems not to have been addressed in the literature.

Remark 11.5. By generalities about epsilon factors (twisting by highly ramified
characters) it can be seen that given p, a Galois representation of dimension 2n,

e
�
pn Indk

Kðw�1Þ
�
¼ oK=kð�1Þnwð�1Þn;

for all but finitely characters w of K� with wnjk� ¼ op. This makes the conjecture fit well
with the fact that irreducible representations of E� where E is a division algebra over k of
dimension 4n2 are finite dimensional; the corresponding finiteness assertion for other odd
values of r is not clear.

12. Discrete series over the reals

Our study of Bessel model for principal series representations in the p-adic case de-
pended on two crucial, although rather elementary facts.

(1) If Y is a closed subspace of a p-adic manifold X , one has an exact sequence,

0!SðX � YÞ !SðXÞ !SðY Þ ! 0:

(2) The twisted Jacquet functor is exact for any character y of N.

Both these fail for real groups in general, necessitating extra work.

12.1. Preliminaries. We begin by setting up the notation.

Let M be a real analytic manifold, N a closed sub-manifold. We have a sequence of
natural maps,

0! Cy
c ðM �NÞ ! Cy

c ðMÞ ! Cy
c ðNÞ ! 0;

which is exact except in the middle. If we denote DðMÞ, resp. DðNÞ, resp. DðM �NÞ, the
space of distributions on M, resp. N, resp. M �N, then there is a natural map from DðMÞ
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to DðM �NÞ, whose kernel is the space of distributions on M supported in N, which we
denote by DNðMÞ:

0! DNðMÞ ! DðMÞ ! DðM �NÞ:

Given a vector field X on M, it makes sense to di¤erentiate functions on M by X ,
and hence also a distribution D on M by X , which we denote by XD; clearly if a distribu-
tion D is supported on a closed sub-manifold N, then so is XD. Thus from distributions
DðNÞ thought of as distributions on M, one can create newer distributions on M supported
on N by di¤erentiating. It is known by the work of L. Schwartz that this way one con-
structs all distributions on M supported on N by iterated di¤erentiation. Define a filtration
Dd

NðMÞ on DNðMÞ which consists of the space of distributions on M, supported on N, and
which are obtained from the subspace DðNÞ of DðMÞ by di¤erentiating by at most d vector
fields on M. Observing that as DðNÞ is invariant under di¤erentiation by vector fields along

N, vector fields on M which are transversal to N need only be considered.

More precisely, let X1; . . . ;Xq be vector fields on M which are transversal to N at
points of N, i.e.,

TxðMÞ ¼ TxðNÞlCX1 l � � �lCXq;

where TxðMÞ is the tangent space to M at a point x of N, and TxðNÞ is the tangent space to
N. This defines a filtration on DNðMÞ which consists of the space of distributions on M,
supported on N, and which are in the sum of the image of the natural maps

NrfX1; . . . ;XqgnDðNÞ ! DðMÞ;

Xi1 n � � �nXir nD! Xi1 � � �XirD;

for re d. This filtration is the same as the filtration Dd
NðMÞ introduced earlier, and is

therefore independent of the choice of vector fields X1; . . . ;Xq on M in the neighborhood
of the point of N where these are transversal.

The following lemma identifies the successive quotients of this filtration. This lemma
is a variant of Lemma 2.4 of Shalika’s paper [25] which itself is essentially due to Schwartz,
but notice that unlike Shalika’s paper, we do not assume that the transversal vector fields
X1 . . . ;Xq, exist globally on N, nor do we need to assume that they span a Lie algebra of
vector fields. In this lemma, we will in fact work more generally with distributions with
coe‰cients in a vector bundle E over M which is modelled on a Fréchet space. In this con-
text, let DðM;EÞ be the dual in the natural topology of Cy

c ðM;EÞ, the space of compactly
supported Cy sections of E over M.

Lemma 12.1. For a Fréchet vector bundle E on a manifold M, the space of distribu-

tions DNðM;EÞ on M supported on a closed submanifold N comes equipped with a natural

filtration Dd
NðM;EÞ such that the successive quotients, Dd

NðM;EÞ=Dd�1
N ðM;EÞ can be iden-

tified to a certain space of distributions on N, which is D
�
N; SymdðTM=TNÞ4nE

�
, where

TM=TN is the quotient of the tangent bundle TM of M restricted to N by the tangent bundle

TN of N, and SymdðTM=TNÞ4 represents the dual bundle of the symmetric power bundle.
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Remark 12.2. We will apply this lemma in the context where a Lie group G operates
transitively on a manifold M, and R is a subgroup of G operating transitively on a closed
submanifold N. Let � be a point on N, with stabilizer H in G. The Lie algebra g of G gives
rise to vector fields on M, and if fX1; . . . ;Xqg is a set of generators of g=ðrþ hÞ where r is
the Lie algebra of R, and h that of H, then the vector fields on M corresponding to Xi form
a set of transversal vector fields to N in a neighborhood of �, and TM=TN can be realized
as a homogeneous vector bundle on N corresponding to the representation g=ðrþ hÞ of the
stabilizer (in R, i.e. H XR) of the previously chosen point � in N.

The most important result for us will be the following form of the Frobenius reciproc-
ity, cf. [31], Theorem 5.3.3.1.

Proposition 12.3. Let V be a real analytic manifold on which a Lie group H acts

transitively with H� as the stabilizer of a point � in V. Let E be a homogeneous vector bundle

on V given by a representation of H� on a ( possibly infinite dimensional) Fréchet space E�.
Let f : H ! C� be a character on H. Then if DðV ;EÞ is the dual in the natural topology of

Cy
c ðV ;EÞ, the space of compactly supported Cy sections of E, then,

DðV ;EÞH;f GE4; ðH�;fÞ
�

where E4; ðH�;fÞ
� ¼ fe A E4

� j h � e ¼ fðhÞe Eh A H�g, and where E4
� is the space of continuous

linear forms on E�.

12.2. Discrete series for GSp4(R) and inner forms. First we describe the discrete se-
ries representations of GL2ðRÞ. Let h ¼ j � js sgne, e ¼ 0; 1, be any quasi-character of R�.
Then for any positive integer k, we have the following exact sequence of representations
of GL2ðRÞ:

0! dðh; kÞ ! hj � jk=2 sgnkþ1 � hj � j�k=2 ! zðh; kÞ ! 0:

The representation zðh; kÞ is finite dimensional of dimension k, and the representation
dðh; kÞ is essentially square-integrable; it is discrete series if h is unitary.

We now deal with the group Sp4ðRÞ. For every pair of integers ðp; tÞ with p > t > 0
there is a collection of four discrete series representations of Sp4ðRÞ with the same infinitesi-
mal character as that of Fðp; tÞ, a finite dimensional irreducible representation of Sp4ðRÞ
which in the standard notation has highest weight ðp� 2Þe1 þ ðq� 1Þe2. We will denote
these by X ðp; tÞ, X ðp;�tÞ, X ðt;�pÞ, Xð�t;�pÞ. The representations Xðp;�tÞ and X ðt;�pÞ
are generic, and the representations X ðp; tÞ and X ð�t;�pÞ are resp. holomorphic and anti-
holomorphic representations.

These discrete series representations appear in the principal series representations of
Sp4ðRÞ obtained from the Siegel parabolic subgroup with GL2ðRÞ as the Levi subgroup.
We state the following exact sequences from the paper [12] of Muic; in these sequences we
use the standard notation of denoting pz 1 for the representation of Sp4ðRÞ obtained by
inducing the representation p of GL2ðRÞ which is the Levi subgroup of the Siegel parabolic;
the representation Lðpz 1Þ denotes the Langlands quotient, and Vp denotes the unique
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irreducible representation of SL2ðRÞ of dimension p. Then we have the following exact
sequences:

0!X ðp;�tÞlXðt;�pÞ! dðj � jðp�tÞ=2 sgnt; pþ tÞz1!L
�
dðj � jðp�tÞ=2 sgnt; pþ tÞz1

�
! 0;

0!Fðp; tÞlL
�
dðj�jðp�tÞ=2 sgnt; pþ tÞz1

�
!j�j t sgntzVp!L

�
dðj�jðpþtÞ=2 sgnt; p� tÞz1

�
! 0;

0! Xðp; tÞlXð�t;�pÞ ! zðj � jðpþtÞ=2 sgnt; p� tÞz 1! Fðp; tÞ ! 0:

Now we have the following:

Lemma 12.4. The principal series representation wzVp induced from a finite dimen-

sional representation of the Klingen parabolic subgroup of Sp4ðRÞ has no Bessel models for

non-degenerate characters of the unipotent radical of the Siegel parabolic for which the cor-

responding centralizer in the Levi is the compact torus S1.

Proof. It is a simple consequence of the Bruhat theory that we omit. The corre-
sponding statement for non-archimedean fields was proved earlier. r

We would have liked to use this lemma to conclude that Bessel models for any
composition factor of wzVp are also zero. Although one would like to believe this to be
a consequence of generalities (exactness of Bessel models), but that is not available in the
literature anywhere, lacking which we resort to the result according to which by an appro-
priate choice of inducing data, any subquotient of a principal series representation can in
fact be arranged to be a quotient, proving the following:

Lemma 12.5. Sub-quotients of the representation wzVp of Sp4ðRÞ arising from

finite dimensional representations of the Klingen parabolic have no Bessel models for non-

degenerate characters of the unipotent radical of the Siegel parabolic for which the corre-

sponding centralizer in the Levi is the compact torus S1.

We now prove a few simple results about contragredients which allow one to turn
questions about submodules to questions about quotient modules for which conclusions
on Bessel models are easier to achieve.

Lemma 12.6. Let a A GSp2nðRÞ be an element of similitude factor �1. Then the

automorphism of Sp2nðRÞ induced by the inner-conjugation action of a takes an irreducible

representation p of Sp2nðRÞ to its contragredient p4.

Proof. It su‰ces to prove that the representations pa and p4 have the same charac-
ters. But one knows that the character Yp4 of p4 is related to the character Yp of p by

Ypðg�1Þ ¼ Yp4ðgÞ:

Therefore it su‰ces to note that aga�1 and g�1 are conjugate in Sp2nðRÞ which is well-
known. r
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Corollary 12.7. An irreducible representation p of Sp4ðRÞ has a Bessel model for a

character ct of N G n ¼ a b

b c

� �����a; b; c A R

� �
given by ctðnÞ ¼ e2pitðaþcÞ if and only if p4

has a Bessel model for the character c�t.

Corollary 12.8. If 0! p1 ! p2 is an exact sequence of Sp4ðRÞ representations of

finite length with ðp42 Þc ¼ 0, then ðp1Þc�1
¼ 0.

These lemmas and corollaries, together with the exact sequences recalled earlier from
[12] relating principal series and discrete series representations, reduce the study of Bessel
models for discrete series representations of Sp4ðRÞ to principal series representations of
Sp4ðRÞ induced from the Siegel parabolic.

The group GSp4ðRÞ contains R� � Sp4ðRÞ as a subgroup of index 2, and every discrete
series representation of GSp4ðRÞ is obtained by inducing a discrete series representation
of R� � Sp4ðRÞ which thus can be parametrized as Xðp; t; xÞ with x a character of R� such
that xjG1 is the central character of the representation Xðp; tÞ of Sp4ðRÞ. The action of

GSp4ðRÞ on Sp4ðRÞ interchanges X ðp; tÞ with X ð�t;�pÞ, and X ðp;�tÞ with X ðt;�pÞ.

Given ðp; tÞ with p > t > 0, and a character x : R� ! C�, let P1 be the generic rep-
resentation of GSp4ðRÞ with central character x, and let P2 be the other discrete series rep-
resentation of GSp4ðRÞ with the same infinitesimal character. Let P3 be the unique discrete
series representation of GSpH

4 ðRÞ with the same infinitesimal and central character.

12.3. The result. For a given representation p, the Bessel functional is a continuous
linear functional on the space of smooth vectors Vy

p in Vp which comes equipped with
its Fréchet topology satisfying appropriate invariance equations with respect to the Bessel
subgroup. Explicitly, let w be a character of C� given by wðreiyÞ ¼ w1ðrÞeiny, for some quasi-
character w1 of R�þ. Given n and w as above, we set nðwÞ ¼ n. We identify C� with a

subgroup of GL2ðRÞ, and H�, by sending z ¼ aþ ib 7! tðzÞ :¼ a b

�b a

� �
. Define a sub-

group R of GSp4ðRÞ by setting

R ¼ bðz; r; s; tÞ :¼ tðzÞ
tðzÞ

� � 1 s r

1 r t

1

1

0
BBB@

1
CCCA

���������
r; s; t A R; z A C�

8>>><
>>>:

9>>>=
>>>;
:

We now define a character wR of R by setting

wR

�
bðz; r; s; tÞ

�
¼ wðzÞe2piðsþtÞ:

There is a closely related subgroup RH of GSpH
4 ðRÞ. One defines a similar character of RH,

again denoted by wR. We say a continuous functional l on Vy
p is a w-Bessel functional if it

satisfies

l
�
pðrÞv

�
¼ wRðrÞlðvÞ;

for all v A Vy
p and r A R. We define w-Bessel functionals for representations of GSpH

4 ðRÞ
similarly.
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The exact sequences contained in the following lemma reduce questions about Bessel
models for discrete series representations to similar questions for principal series represen-
tations.

In the following, we let j � jsVn denote the n-dimensional irreducible representation of
H� ¼ Rþ � SU2ðRÞ on which Rþ operates by jxj2s.

Lemma 12.9. For the discrete series representation P3 of GSpH
4 ðRÞ, there are exact

sequences of GSpH
4 ðRÞ representations as follows:

0! P3 ! ðj � jðp�tÞ=2
VpþtÞz 1! L

�
ðj � jðp�tÞ=2

VpþtÞz 1
�
! 0;

0! Lðj � jðp�tÞ=2
VpþtÞz 1! ðj � jðpþtÞ=2

Vp�tÞz 1! Fðp; tÞ ! 0:

In the previous lemma as well as in an earlier lemma for GSp4ðRÞ, it is useful to iden-
tify those principal series representations of a real group which contain (or by dualizing,
have quotients) finite dimensional representations. The following lemma, whose simple
proof is omitted, does exactly that.

Lemma 12.10. Let G be the real points of a reductive algebraic group defined over R.

Let P ¼MN be the real points of a parabolic defined over R. Let Fl be the finite dimensional

irreducible representation of G of highest weight l, containing the highest weight module Vl

for M with highest weight l. (We assume having chosen a positive system of roots for M as

well as G in the usual way.) Let rP denote half the sum of roots in N, thought of as a charac-

ter rP : M ! R�, taking positive values. Then there is a natural inclusion,

0! F4
l ! IndG

P ðV4
l n r�1

P Þ;

and on taking duals, a surjection

IndG
P ðVln rPÞ ! Fl ! 0:

In the following theorem we are interested in the existence of Bessel functionals for
the representations Pi.

Theorem 10. Let w be a character of C� as above, and let fP1;P2;P3g be the Vogan

packet consisting of discrete series representations associated with a pair of integers ðp; tÞ
with p > t > 0, in such a way that wjR� is the same as the central character of P1. Then

exactly one of the representations Pi, 1e ie 3, has a w-Bessel model. More precisely

(1) P1 has the model if and only if jnðwÞj > pþ t,

(2) P2 has the model if and only if jnðwÞj < p� t, and

(3) P3 has the model if and only if p� t < jnðwÞj < pþ t.

In each case the space of the functionals is one-dimensional.

A few remarks are in order. The theorem is of course the Gross–Prasad conjecture for
discrete series representations of GSp4ðRÞ though we will not check the condition on local
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epsilon factors. From considerations of central characters, we note that the parity of nðwÞ is
opposite that of pþ t and p� t. Theorem 10 completes the work [26]. We recall that [26]
proved the existence of Bessel functionals using global theta correspondence.

Proof of Theorem 10. By the lemma above, and the earlier exact sequences for
Sp4ðRÞ, we are reduced to calculating Bessel models for principal series representations of
Sp4ðRÞ, and GSpH

4 ðRÞ induced from the Siegel parabolic, which is what we will be doing
now.

Our result will follow from the following claim:

Claim. Suppose the P is a quotient of the Indðp jP;GÞ with p an irreducible repre-
sentation of GL2ðRÞ. Then if P has a w-Bessel functional, there is a continuous functional
l on Vy

p satisfying l
�
p
�
tðzÞ

�
v
�
¼ wðzÞlðvÞ for all v A Vy

p , z A C�; such linear forms will be
called Waldspurger functional.

Suppose p acts on a space Vp. By the definition of an induced representation, a Bessel
functional on Indðp jP;GÞ defines a distribution T on the space of Vp valued Schwartz
functions on G ¼ GSp4ðRÞ satisfying

(1) TðLpFÞ ¼ T
�
pðpÞ�1

F
�
, for p A P,

(2) TðRrFÞ ¼ yðnÞwnðtÞTðFÞ, for r ¼ nt A R.

Consider the Bruhat decomposition of G as P� P double cosets written as

GSp4ðRÞ ¼ PWPw1PWPw2P;

with Pw2P the unique open cell. The element w1 can be represented by the following
matrix:

w1 ¼

1

1

1

�1

0
BBB@

1
CCCA:

We will show that if T is nonzero, it restricted to the open cell is nonzero too,
and hence by Frobenius reciprocity, it happens only if the inducing representation p of
GL2ðRÞ has a Waldspurger functional for the character wn.

Step 1. The first step is to show that T restricted to the open set Pw1PWPw2P is
non-zero. If it were zero, then T would be supported on P. We will show that there are
no distributions supported on P satisfying the invariance properties. In fact we do not
need the entire group P� R; P�N is su‰cient.

Note that the tangent space to G=P at the point P can be identified to g=p as a
P-module. The bilinear pairing,

n� g=p! C;

ðX ;YÞ ! trðadX � adY Þ;
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is a perfect pairing of p modules. Therefore the tangent space of G=P at P can be identified
to n4 as a P-module, in particular as an N-module. Observe that as n is abelian, this im-
plies that the tangent space to G=P at the point P is the 3-dimensional trivial representation
of N.

From Lemma 1, it follows that in the space of distributions on G=P with values in the
vector bundle on it arising from a representation of GL2ðRÞ, those distributions supported
at the point P do not carry any Bessel distributions.

Step 2. We now consider the restriction of T to the open set Pw1PWPw2P. We
would like to show that the restriction of T to Pw2P is non-zero. We show that there are
no distributions supported on Pw1P satisfying the invariance properties. Here too we just
need to use P� R.

The orbit of P passing through w1P has dimension 2, and is a homogeneous space for
the Bessel subgroup R; this is crucial for our analysis. Denote the orbit by V . In this case,
the normal bundle TxðG=PÞ=TxðVÞ is a 1-dimensional representation space for the stabi-
lizer R�, a subgroup of R. We claim that the action of R� on TxðG=PÞ=TxðVÞ is trivial.
For this, we just need to note that TxðG=PÞ=TxðVÞ being 1-dimensional, the action is given
by a character m : R� ! R�. But R� is a subgroup of S1 �N, from which it is clear that m
being algebraic must be trivial.

From Lemma 1 combined with Frobenius reciprocity, it follows that in the space
of distributions on G=P� eP with values in the vector bundle on it arising from a represen-
tation of GL2ðRÞ, those distributions supported on the submanifold Pw1P do not carry
Bessel distributions.

Thus Bessel distributions arise only through the open orbit, and arise only if the in-
ducing representation p of GL2ðRÞ has a Waldspurger functional for the character wn (by
Frobenius reciprocity).

From the work of Wallach in [30], it follows that indeed when a character wn appears
in p, then Bessel functional can be defined by a process of analytic continuation; in fact
Wallach considers parabolic induction only from finite dimensional representations, but in
our context extension of his argument to discrete series poses no essential di‰culties.

The theorem now follows from the following elementary lemma. r

Lemma 12.11. If p is a finite dimensional irreducible representation of G ¼ SL2ðRÞ,
or SU2ðRÞ of dimension m, then p has characters wn of S1 ,! G exactly for jnj < m, and

n1 ðm� 1Þ mod 2.

13. The global correspondence for the dual pair (GSp,GO)

We now turn to the global setting. Let F be a number field and let W ; h : i
(resp. V ; ð : Þ) be a non-degenerate symplectic (resp. orthogonal) vector space over F

with dimF W ¼ 2n (resp. dimF V ¼ m). Let G ¼ GSpðW Þ and H ¼ GOðVÞ. Also let
W ¼ V nW and hh : ii ¼ ð : Þnh : i, so that G and H form a dual reductive pair in the
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similitude group GSpðWÞ. If n denotes the similitude character for the various groups
involved, let

R ¼ fðg; hÞ A G �H j nðgÞ ¼ nðhÞg:

Note that if we let G1 ¼ SpðW Þ and H1 ¼ OðVÞ, then G1 �H1 HR.

From now on assume that m ¼ dimF V is even, and fix a non-trivial character c of
A ¼ AF trivial on F . Let W ¼W1 lW4

1 denote a complete polarization of the symplectic
space W . Let o ¼ oc denote the usual action of G1ðAÞ on the Schwartz–Bruhat space
S
�
ðV nW4

1 ÞðAÞ
�

of ðV nW4
1 ÞðAÞ. For h A HðAÞ and j A S

�
ðV nW4

1 ÞðAÞ
�
, let

LðhÞjðxÞ ¼ jnðhÞj�mn=4jðh�1xÞ:

Since ðdet hÞ2 ¼ nðhÞm, these operators are unitary with respect to the natural pre-Hilbert
space structure on the Schwartz–Bruhat functions. Note that the actions of G1ðAÞ and
H1ðAÞ on S

�
ðV nW4

1 ÞðAÞ
�

commute, and are the usual ones associated to the dual pair
ðG1;H1Þ. As explained in §6 for local fields, this representation of G1ðAÞ �H1ðAÞ can be
extended to a representation of RðAÞ.

For ðg; hÞ A RðAÞ and j A S
�
ðV nW4

1 ÞðAÞ
�
, let

yðg; h; jÞ ¼
P

x A ðVnW4
1
ÞðFÞ

oðg; hÞjðxÞ:

It is then well-known that yðg; h; jÞ is invariant under RðFÞ. For j A S
�
ðV nW4

1 ÞðAÞ
�

and a cusp form f A A0ðHÞ, consider the integral

yð f ; jÞðgÞ ¼
Ð

H1ðFÞnH1ðAÞ
yðg; h1h; jÞ f ðh1hÞ dh1;

where h A HðAÞ is any element such that nðgÞ ¼ nðhÞ and dh1 is a Haar measure on
H1ðFÞnH1ðAÞ.

It is easy to check that the integral defining yð f ; jÞ is absolutely convergent and is
independent of the choice of h. One can also check that yð f ; jÞ is left-invariant under

fg A GðFÞ j nðgÞ ¼ nðg 0Þ; for some g 0 A HðFÞg:

As far as the central characters are concerned, it’s not hard to see that if the central char-
acter of f is w, then the central character of yð f ; jÞ is w:wn

V , where

wV ðxÞ ¼
�
x; ð�1Þm=2 det V

�

is the quadratic character associated to V , and therefore for n even, the central character of
yð f ; jÞ is w.

Remark 13.1. One usually defines yð f ; jÞðgÞ by integration on the quotient
H1ðFÞnH1ðAÞ for H1 ¼ OðVÞ. However, if f belongs to an automorphic representation
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of GOðVÞðAÞ which does not remain irreducible when restricted to GSOðVÞðAÞ, then the
space of automorphic functions on GSpðW Þ defined by

y0ð f ; jÞðgÞ ¼
Ð

H1; 0ðFÞnH1; 0ðAÞ
yðg; h1h; jÞ f ðh1hÞ dh1

with H1;0 ¼ SOðVÞ, is the same space of functions as those obtained as yð f ; jÞðgÞ. We will
use this well-known observation, and use y0 instead of y in what follows.

13.1. Global Bessel models. We recall the notion of Bessel model introduced by
Novodvorsky and Piatetski-Shapiro [13]. For a symmetric matrix S A GL2ðFÞ, define a
subgroup T ¼ TS of GL2ðFÞ by

T ¼ fg A GL2ðFÞ j tgSg ¼ det g:Sg:

We consider T as a subgroup of GSp4ðFÞ via

t 7! t

det t: tt�1

� �
:

Let us denote by U the subgroup of GSp4ðFÞ defined by

U ¼ uðXÞ ¼ I2 X

I2

� �����X ¼ tX

� �
:

Finally, we define a subgroup R of GSp4ðFÞ by R ¼ TU.

Let c be a non-trivial character of FnA. For a symmetric matrix S A GL2ðFÞ, define
a character cS on UðAÞ by cS

�
uðX Þ

�
¼ c

�
trðSXÞ

�
for X ¼ tX A M2ðAÞ; as S will be fixed

throughout, we abbreviate cS to c. Let w be a character of TðFÞnTðAÞ. Denote by wnc

the character of RðAÞ defined by ðwncÞðtuÞ ¼ wðtÞcðuÞ for t A TðAÞ and u A UðAÞ.

Let p be an automorphic cuspidal representation of GSp4ðAÞ realized on a space Vp

of automorphic functions. We assume that

wjA� ¼ op:ð5Þ

Then for j A Vp, we define a function Bðj; gÞ on GSp4ðAÞ by

Bðj; gÞ ¼
Ð

ZARFnRA

ðwncÞðrÞ�1:jðrgÞ dr:ð6Þ

We say that p has a global Bessel model of type ðS; w;cÞ if for some j A Vp, the function
Bðj; gÞ is non-zero. In this case, the C-vector space of functions on GSp4ðAÞ spanned by
fBðj; gÞ j j A Vpg is called the space of the global Bessel model of p. We abbreviate
Bðj; eÞ to be BðjÞ.

Let m : W1 ! V be a homomorphism of vector spaces such that the quadratic form
on V restricted to W1 via m is the quadratic form on W1 with respect to which the Fourier
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coe‰cient is being calculated on GSpðWÞ, i.e., the symmetric matrix S in the notation
above, but now we prefer to do things in a co-ordinate free way. Let GOþðW1Þ be the sub-
group of GOðW1Þ consisting of those elements for which the similitude factor is the simili-
tude factor of an element of GOðVÞ. (It is understood that the quadratic form on W1 arises
from a m : W1 ! V which is fixed.) In our applications, GOþðW1Þ ¼ GOðW1Þ.

A map m : W1 ! V will be identified to a (F -valued) point of V nW4
1 , also denoted

by m, and therefore for a function f A S
�
ðV nW4

1 ÞðAÞ
�
, it makes sense to consider f ðmÞ,

as well as LðhÞ f ðmÞ for any h A ½GOðVÞ �GLðW1Þ�ðAÞ. Let OðW?
1 Þ be the subgroup of

OðVÞ acting trivially on m : W1 ! V . It is a standard calculation that in the summation
defining the theta function, yðjÞ ¼

P
m:W1!V

jðmÞ, only those m’s contribute to the Fourier

coe‰cient we are looking at for which the quadratic form on V restricts to the desired qua-
dratic form on W1. Since such embeddings m : W1 ! V are conjugate under SOðVÞ with
stabilizer SOðW?

1 Þ, for an automorphic form f on GSOðVÞðAÞ, j A S
�
ðV nW4

1 ÞðAÞ
�
,

and w an automorphic form on GSOðW1ÞðAÞ,

Bw;m

�
y0ð f ; jÞ

�
¼

Ð
SOðW ?

1
ÞðAÞnSOðVÞðAÞ

Lmð f ; wÞðhÞLðhÞjðmÞ dh;

where h A SOðVÞðAÞ, and

Lmð f ; wÞðhÞ ¼
Ð

A�GSOðW1ÞnGSOðW1ÞðAÞ

� Ð
SOðW ?

1
ÞnSOðW ?

1
ÞðAÞ

f
�
dhðgÞh

�
dd

	
wðgÞ dg

¼
Ð

A�G½SOðW ?
1
Þ�SOðW1Þ�ðF ÞnG½SOðW ?

1
Þ�SOðW1Þ�ðAÞ

f
�
dhðgÞh

�
wðgÞ dd dg;

where hðgÞ A GSOðVÞðAÞ has similitude factor nðgÞ, preserves the embedding m : W1 ! V ,
and acts as g on W1; we have ðd; gÞ A G½SOðW?

1 Þ � SOðW1Þ�HGSOðW?
1 Þ �GSOðW1Þ.

For sake of explicitness, we record the following simple lemma needed for the last equality
above.

Lemma 13.2. Let G be an algebraic group over a number field F , and N a normal

subgroup, with H ¼ NnG. Then for appropriate choice of Haar measures, the following holds

for appropriate choice of functions f on GðFÞnGðAÞ:
Ð

HðFÞnHðAÞ

Ð
NðFÞnNðAÞ

f ðnhÞ dn dh ¼
Ð

GðFÞnGðAÞ
f ðgÞ dg:

The following theorem is now immediate by standard arguments; it may be noted
that the statement of this theorem is identical to Theorem 5.

Theorem 11. Let p1 be an irreducible cuspidal automorphic representation of

GSOðVÞðAÞ, and p2 that of GSpðWÞðAÞ. Assume that p2 ¼ Yðp1Þ is the theta lift of p1

to GSpðWÞ. Let c be a non-degenerate character of the unipotent radical N of the Siegel

parabolic P ¼MN of GSpðWÞ. Assume that c corresponds to a quadratic form q on W1,
a maximal isotropic subspace of W. Then for a cuspidal automorphic representation w of

GSOðW1Þ, the period integral (on GSOðW1ÞA�nGSOðW1ÞðAÞ) of w against the c-th Fou-

rier coe‰cient of p2 is not identically zero if and only if :
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(1) ðq;W1Þ can be embedded in the quadratic space V ; let W?
1 denote the orthogonal

complement of W1 sitting inside V through this embedding.

(2) For ~ww the automorphic representation on G½SOðW1Þ � SOðW?
1 Þ� which is obtained

by pulling back the automorphic representation w under the natural map

G½SOðW1Þ � SOðW?
1 Þ� ! GSOðW1Þ;

the period integral of ~ww against the automorphic forms in p1 restricted to

G½SOðW1Þ � SOðW?
1 Þ� is not identically zero.

Just as in the local case, the following diagram allows one to identify ðE� � E�Þ=DF�

inside ðD� �D�Þ=DF� as the subgroup G½SOðEÞ � SOðEÞ� inside GSOðDÞ ¼GSOðE lEÞ:

½E� � E��=DðF�Þ

G½SOðEÞ � SOðEÞ� ðD� �D�Þ=ðDF�Þ:
 ���

��G

 ���
��

Therefore the integral

Ð
A�G½SOðW ?

1
Þ�SOðW1Þ�ðFÞnG½SOðW ?

1
Þ�SOðW1Þ�ðAÞ

f
�
dhðgÞ

�
wðgÞ dd dg

becomes a product of two toral integrals on E�A�F nA�E on which the theorem of Walds-
purger applies, yielding Theorem 3 of the introduction. In the case where the dual pair
involves division algebras one can prove a similar theorem. The proof carries over in an
essentially verbatim manner.

Corollary 13.3. Let p1 ¼
N

p1; v, and p2 ¼ p2; v be two cuspidal automorphic repre-

sentations of GL2ðAF Þ with the same central character o : A�F =F� ! C�. Let K be a qua-

dratic field extension of F. Then there are Grössencharacters w : A�K=K� ! C� such that

wjA�F =F� ¼ o, and such that

L
1

2
; p1 n Indðw�1Þ

� �
3 0; and L

1

2
; p2 n Indðw�1Þ

� �
3 0:

Proof. If p1 ¼ p2, this is part of Waldspurger’s theorem. Therefore assume that
p1 3 p2. In this case, p1 n p2 gives rise to an automorphic form on

GSOð2; 2Þ ¼ ½GL2ðFÞ �GL2ðFÞ�=DðF�Þ:

By a theorem due to B. Roberts, the theta lift Yðp1 n p2Þ to GSp4ðAF Þ is nonzero. Assume
that v is a place of F which is inert in K, so that Kv is a quadratic field extension of Fv. Let
wv : K�v ! C� be a character which appears in both p1; v and p2; v. (As p1; v and p2; v contain
all but finitely many characters of K�v with a given central character, this is possible.)
Therefore, Yvðp1; v n p2; vÞ has Bessel models for the character wv. It follows by a globaliza-
tion theorem along the lines of [18] that there is a character w : A�K=K�, with wv as the local
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component at v such that Yðp1 n p2Þ has a nonzero w-Bessel period integral. Thus from the
above theorem,

L
1

2
; p1 n Indðw�1Þ

� �
3 0; and L

1

2
; p2 n Indðw�1Þ

� �
3 0;

completing the proof of the corollary. r

Remark 13.4. As the existence of global Bessel model depends on the non-vanishing
of an L-function at the center of symmetry, one can construct examples of cuspidal repre-
sentations of GSp4ðAQÞ which have local Bessel models at all primes of Q, but do not have
global Bessel model. This should be contrasted with what one expects for Whittaker models
of automorphic representations of GSp4ðAQÞ where existence of local Whittaker models is
supposed to be necessary and su‰cient for the existence of global Whittaker models.

14. An example

Let P be an automorphic cuspidal representation of GL4ðAF Þ, K a quadratic algebra
over F , w : A�K=K� ! C�, thought of as a character on GL2ðAKÞ. If the period integral

Ð
A�F GL2ðKÞnGL2ðAK Þ

f ðgÞw�1ðgÞ dg

is not identically zero, then by Theorem 11, one knows that the theta lift of P to GSp4ðAF Þ
is nonzero, and the automorphic form so obtained on GSp4ðAF Þ has a global w-Bessel
model. By [3], Theorem 12.1, and the theorem due to Ginzburg, Jiang, Rallis in [5] about
Bessel models for GSp4ðAF Þ, it follows that

(1) L
�
s;L2ðPÞn w�1jA�F

�
has a pole at s ¼ 1,

(2) L
1

2
;Pn IndF

K w�1

� �
3 0.

However, we construct an example here to show that these global conditions together
with the necessary local condition,

(3) HomGL2ðKvÞðPv; wvÞ3 0,

are not adequate to ensure that the period integral

Ð
A�F GL2ðKÞnGL2ðAK Þ

f ðgÞw�1ðgÞ dg

is not identically zero.

In the example constructed below, if the period integral were nonzero, then the theta
lift to GSp4ðAF Þ would be a nonzero generic cuspidal irreducible automorphic representa-
tion, with a w-Bessel model. In particular for the theta lift, yðPÞ ¼

N
v

yðPvÞ each of yðPvÞ
will have wv-Bessel models. However, we will ensure that at some place, say v0 of F , the
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representation of GL4ðFv0
Þ is of the form t� t for a supercuspidal representation t of

PGL2ðFv0
Þ such that the character wv0

of K�v0
does not appear in the restriction of t to K�v0

.
In that case, yðPv0

Þ which is the generic member of the principal series representation 1z t

of GSp4ðFv0
Þ coming from the Klingen parabolic does not carry the character wv0

of K�v0
in

its Bessel model by our calculations in earlier sections, contradicting our assumption of
nonzero period integral.

It su‰ces to construct an automorphic representation P on GL4ðAF Þ, a quadratic
field extension K of F , and a character w : A�K=K� ! C� with properties ð1Þ, ð2Þ, ð3Þ,
which has the further property that at some place, say v0 of F which remains inert in K ,
Pv0
¼ t� t for a supercuspidal representation t of PGL2ðFv0

Þ such that

(4) HomK�v0
ðt; wv0

Þ ¼ 0.

Let us begin with F a totally real number field, K a totally imaginary quadratic
extension of F , v0 a place of F which is inert in K , t a supercuspidal representation of
PGL2ðFv0

Þ, and wv0
a character of K�v0

which does not appear in t. Let w be a Grössen-
character w : A�K=K� ! C� which is trivial on A�F , and whose restriction to K�v0

is wv0
.

Let E be a quadratic extension of F which is totally real and for which the place v0 of
F splits in two places v1, v2 of E. Let DE be a quaternion division algebra over E such that
the invariants of DE are 1=2, 1=2 at the two places v1, v2 of E, and zero at all the other finite
places. We also assume that DE remains a division algebra at all the infinite places.

By the globalization theorem of [19], there is an automorphic representation L of
A�EnD�E ðAEÞ with local components tJL, tJL at the two places v1, v2, unramified at all the
other non-archimedean places, and such that the period integral

Ð
A�E ðKEÞ�nA�KE

f ðgÞw�1
KEðgÞ dg

is nonzero for some function f in the space of L, where wKE is the Grössencharacter
on A�KE which is obtained by taking the norm mapping to A�K and composing with w de-
fined on A�K . (Note that since the character wv0

of K�v0
does not belong to t, it belongs to

tJL.)

Note the general identity of group representations for H a subgroup of index two in
G:

L2ðIndG
H XÞG IndG

H

�
L2ðXÞ

�
lMðXÞ;

where MðX Þ is the multiplicative, or twisted tensor induction. It follows that if X is two
dimensional, and the determinant of X is trivial,

L2ðIndG
H XÞG 1lolMðX Þ;

where o is the nontrivial character of G trivial on H.
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As the representation L of D�E ðAEÞ has trivial central character, it follows from the

above that the representation P ¼ IndF
E L of GL4ðAF Þ (automorphic induction due to

Arthur and Clozel after going from D�E ðAEÞ to GL2ðAEÞ by the Jacquet–Langlands corre-
spondence) is symplectic in the sense that

L
�
s;L2ðPÞ

�

has a pole at s ¼ 1. (We will also need to appeal to a theorem of D. Ramakrishnan accord-
ing to which the (Asai) representation MðX Þ is modular for X two dimensional.)

Because of the nonvanishing of the period integral of L along a torus in D�E ðAEÞ, it
follows from a theorem of Waldspurger that

L
1

2
;Ln IndE

KE w�1
KE

� �
3 0:

By generality about L-functions, for P ¼ IndF
E L,

Lðs;Pn IndF
K w�1Þ ¼ Lðs;Ln IndE

KE w�1
KEÞ:

In particular,

L
1

2
;Pn IndF

K w�1

� �
3 0:

Observing that the local conditions,

(3) HomGL2ðKvÞðPv; wvÞ3 0,

are automatically satisfied at all the other places of F outside of v0 as by construction the
local representations are principal series representations where this follows from Lemma
11.3; at the place v0, this condition is satisfied by the analysis of w-invariant linear forms
for the subgroup GL2ðKÞ of GL4ðkÞ done for principal series representations of GL4ðkÞ
coming from the ð2; 2Þ parabolic in Section 11. This completes the construction of the de-
sired example.

Remark 14.1. The question considered in this section is closely related to the
existence of Shalika models considered recently by Jacquet–Martin [11], as well as
Gan–Takeda [3]. We recall that Gan–Takeda have constructed a counter-example to
the existence of global Shalika periods for GL2ðDÞ even when all the natural local and
global conditions are met. Our construction of the counter-example is very similar to that
of Gan–Takeda; however, we note that the Gan–Takeda counter-example works for
GL2ðDÞ, whereas ours actually works (for a slightly di¤erent question) for GL4ðkÞ. The
counter-examples here as well as in the work of Gan–Takeda are based on exploiting
the di¤erence between theta liftings Yðt� tÞ and yðt� tÞ from GO6ðkÞ to GSp4ðkÞ. The
representation t� t of GL4ðkÞ has nontrivial w-period for the subgroup GL2ðKÞ, so the
representation Yðt� tÞ of GSp4ðkÞ has w-Bessel model; but the representation yðt� tÞ of
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GSp4ðkÞ does not have w-Bessel model. In this example, the representation Yðt� tÞ of
GSp4ðkÞ is a nontrivial extension of yðt� tÞ by yðtJL � tJLÞ, which are the two irreducible
components of the unitary principal series 1z t coming from the Klingen parabolic.
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